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Abstract

This study explores the factors contributing to female athletes' sustained

participation on varsity athletic teams. Ten open-ended interviews were conducted with

female varsity athletes to investigate what contributes to their sustained involvement in

sport until and throughout university. Each interview was transcribed and then coded for

emergent themes and categories. Grounded in the data were themes such as socialization,

support systems, motivational factors, passion, opportunity to play, and physical ability.

The results demonstrate that for women to continue to participate in sport, a positive

learning environment must be created in which the women may share and grow in their

experiences as a collective whole. Relationships are a dominant factor for sustained

participation in athletics. There are a number of questions presented that may lead to

further research, specifically in regard to what physical educators and coaches may

implement in an educational, athletic, or practice setting to enhance females' positive

experiences.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

This study explores factors contributing to female athletes' participation in varsity

athletics. Specifically, it investigates how women have sustained their athletic

involvement until and throughout university.

In the early days, when it was rare for women to attend university, there were too

few women students to make up teams. As the number ofwomen student[s] grew,

they wanted to be part ofthe inter-university athletic experience and were

eventually welcomed into competition. . . (Luckman & Morden, 2004, p. ix).

Despite a prolific volume of research on sport, and women in sport, there is much

less literature specific to female varsity athletes, particularly Canadian women in varsity

athletics. Because this research is an attempt to illuminate challenges facing female

participants in athletics, certain issues regarding female participation in elite levels of

sport are important to recognize.

Minimal participation in varsity athletics is due not only to low levels of interest

among female participants but also to larger problems that inhibit the participation of

these female participants. Blinde, Taub, and Han (1994) identify such problems as poor

practice tiipes and facility availability, smaller budgets, less team and game promotion,

and different modes of travel. Often, female athletes face obstacles and barriers that

affect the quality, frequency, or general level of participation.

Common barriers to female involvement in physical activity and sport are lack of

encouragement, lack of opportunity or conflict with other activities, a girl's own

belief that [she does] not have enough skill to participate and parents who
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perpetuate stereotypes of femininity by associating sport with masculinity

(Coaching Female Athletes, 2003). -

A^ all universities, athletic opportunities are available. Students may participate in

physical activity at a fitness centre, through intramural and club sport leagues, and varsity

athletic teams. Within varsity athletics, various sports are offered for elite athletes. There

are, however, a limited number of sports teams at each university, thus restricting the

number of participants. At most Canadian universities, there are more teams available for

males than females. However, most athletic departments strive for equity in sport. One

may question what equity in sport is. For example, equity in sport can be determined by

fmancial investments by the university, attention by the media, level of competition, as

well as number of participants. • - v^;.

While a university may offer a male baseball team, it may also offer a sport for

females oqly such as figure skating. Baseball is considered to be a traditional sport,

similar to that of basketball, football, and hockey. In other words, there are many options

available should one want to pursue participation in various levels of competition.

Attention given by the media is far greater to traditional sports. Television coverage, for

example, shows various levels of competition, while television coverage for sports such

as figure skating shows such events as the Olympics and World Competitions. In other

words, only elite levels of competition are aired (Robinson, 1997). Although these

limitations are expected in any form of athletic involvement, they are still areas requiring

attention. .

There are not as many teams on which females who are developing athletes may

participate as there are for males. There are many ramifications for this (Koivula, 1999).
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Travelling to another town or region becomes a necessity. Often the level ofcompetition

is weak, as the athletes are less skilled and coaches less knowledgeable for women's

teams. Fundraising is a challenge and, as a result, full uniforms or poorer quality

uniforms are purchased, field time cannot be paid for, and travel is restricted. Media

focuses their attention more on male sports. It can be stated with certainty that the quality

offemale athletic teams can be a challenge. '.

Ifan elite level of participation is desired, how may female athletes learn

appropriate skills if coaches are not trained in women's teams? Knowledge ofthe sport is

an asset, but also knowledge of coaching pedagogy. There are many aspects that need

consideration. It should be recognized that women cannot be coached the same way that

men are. Different coaching strategies may be employed. It is important to ensure that

team cohesion is in place. Ifthe expectation is to play as a team, then the appropriate

climate needs to be created. ,

Background

In a time where physical education as a school subject is considered secondary to

core subjects as language arts, math, and science at the primary and secondary school

levels, it is critical to reinforce and encourage students' involvement in physical activity

and sport. Without having a positive experience in physical activity and physical

education, the likelihood of sustaining participation may be diminished.

Participation in physical activity is beneficial for health, especially for females.

Some of the many benefits are reducing the risk of heart disease, breast cancer, and

improving cardiovascular function. It is interesting to note that many diseases -
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"osteoporosis, thyroid disease, hipus, and Alzheimer's disease, for example - are far

more common in women than in men" (Donatelle, Davis, Munroe, & Munroe, 1998, p.

1 1). Donatelle et al. include other1>enefits ofphysical activity as increased life span,

greater energy level, stronger immune system, greater ability to manage stress, and

increased muscle tone, strength, flexibility, and endurance. vt- ^

Competition in sport also offers social opportunities, as it combines activity with

competition. Opportunities to develop long lasting relationships with peers, self-esteem,

and goal setting are also presented (Martens, 1975). Varsity athletics offer an athlete an

elite and challenging level of sport participation and competition.

Participation on a varsity team may provide the opportunity to represent the

university, the sport, and oneself in an athletic environment. This is a positive aspect as

there are fewer females participating in sport at elite levels than males, perhaps more

recognition will be given to the fact that they are members of a varsity team. Travel

opportunities are also part of the varsity experience. A celebrity status may be transferred

upon the athletes, which may lead to feelings of accomplishment and uniqueness of each

female athlete. Perhaps most importantly, an opportunity to form friendships and develop

relationships is facilitated.
''

There is no doubt that males are more likely to participate in sport than females.

Theberge (1996) writes "despite changes and some improvement, sport remains largely a

male preserve in which opportunities, resources, and support go disproportionately to

boys and men" (p. 38). Therefore, an emphasis on enhancing opportunities for female

participation in sport is crucial. ''' >

The literature reviewed demonstrates a scarcity of research in the area of
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Canadian women's participation in varsity athletics. Through his research ofwomen in

sport, MacDonald (1998) writes that a more cooperative approach to investigation is

needed to further what has already been researched. The aim of this present study is to

draw attention to women's involvement in varsity sports, and to develop a greater

understanding ofthe factors that promote and sustain their participation. ;.>!><:;!

itC '^.. Purpose ;^;::, -i- ' - "'
-N* .:® ••-•>. ;«v.^.f.-,. :'-

The purpose of this study is to examine factors contributing to female athletes'

participation in varsity athletics. Varsity athletics is one example ofan elite level of

competition in the educational environment. As this research focuses on positive

influences that sustain females' participation in athletics, the results may inform

classroom practice and improve school climate and culture in ways that motivate all

students in the school. rf

The findings, together with relevant literature on female participation in sport, is

intended to lead to a clearer understanding ofthe factors which contribute to the sustained

participation ofwomen until and throughout university. Furthermore, it may assist in the

identification ofteaching strategies appropriate to physical education classes and, thus,

the reinforcement for girls continuing in physical education throughout and until

university. Implications for teaching and coaching practices may be identified that will

have a direct impact on the implementation of curriculum. Recommendations for future

research in the area of sustaining female involvement in physical education and sport and

in varsity athletics will be presented at the end of this research. -
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Educational Relevance ',>.

The purpose ofthis section is to identify the educational relevance of this

research. With recognition of the fact that physical education is mandatory up to and

including grade 9, the present research may be insightful for educators. Educators may

learn and become aware ofwhat factors contribute to sustaining female participation in

sport, and thus implement appropriate strategies into their teaching practices. For -

example, developing a positive and comfortable climate in physical education facilitates

the development of relationships; more females may be inclined to continue in their

participation because their friends are participating. With physical education being

viewed as a positive, an invitation to life long learning has been extended.

Sport has many positive effects with no apparent negative effects. Sport

participation contributes to the time, energy, and commitment level put forth in academic

pursuits (Marsh, 1993). Peltier & Laden (1999) state that academic success is only a

small aspect of the university experience but that the academic survival of athletes is a

contributor to the overall rate of sport participation. "Sport leads to an increased

commitment to, involvement with, or identification with school and school values"

(Marsh, 1993, p. 35). This may have an important effect on the levels of sport

participation in university. cvt, , , •..- •

;. v.

It is important to question how students initially become involved in sporting

activities. Specifically, within schools, the characteristics ofprograms that inspire

continued involvement need to be identified and promoted. The Canadian Association for

Health, Physical Fitness, Education, Recreation and Dance (CAHPERD, 1998) suggest

that schools should provide and create enjoyable opportunities that endorse and boost
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confidence. With this confidence, a greater appreciation will be gained ofphysical

education.

Teachers have the distinct responsibility to create an environment that is inclusive

and positive. Teachers, therefore, need to become aware ofhow they may inform their

teaching practices to increase the likelihood of sustained participation in physical

education and in sport. Rink (2001) outlines that it is important to recognize that teaching

methodology is based on assumptions ofhow students learn. "A major assumption of

'exploration' and 'discovery' teaching was that the student would be engaged creatively

in a way that would result in better movement responses that were more adaptable to

more real world use ofthe responses" (p. 1 13).

To spark the initial interest or increase the general interest of students, x

extracurricular sport activities should appeal to students' interests. HoUoway (2002)

discovered that broader choices of activities results in a stronger effect because students'

individual needs are likely to be met. Furthermore, extracurricular activities connect

students to the school. Through participation in school sporting activities, students feel

more deeply attached to the school, its faculty, and their peers. Jordan and Nettles (1999)

found that students who participated in these activities "were more likely to make

personal investments in their schooling that might, in turn, motivate them to excel

academically" (p. 80).

Although the general interest of students is an important issue to consider, there

are other positive values of sport participation that are directly correlated to education.

Hanson and Kraus (1998) found that academic achievement among female students in

science could be enhanced through their participation in team sports. Young girls who
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participate in sports that are traditionally classified as male, may be less intimidated by

and equipped for the male culture of science classrooms and work environments.

On a larger scale, the Ontario University Athletics Association (OUA) serves to

provide sport competition for student-athletes "which respect the educational milieu of

Ontario Universities" (Department Policies & Procedures, Brock University, 2002-2003.

p. 1). In other words, regardless ofthe fact that the individuals may be extremely talented

athletically, the athletes are also required to perform well academically. First year

students must achieve an overall average of at least 60 percent in their registered courses.

A higher average may be required to continue in a particular program (Department

Policies & Procedures, Brock University, 2002-2003).

According to the Department of Athletics at Brock University, there are strict

eligibility regulations that apply to all student athletes. According to the Department of

Athletics at Brock University (see appendix A), student-athletes must be enrolled in a

minimum of three courses per academic year and will be considered ineligible if they

take fewer classes than this minimum requirement.

Evolution of the Research Question

The Canadian Women's Olympic Hockey Team inspired the direction of this

research because elite women's team sporting competitions are rarely shown on

television. While watching the 2002 Winter Olympics, I began to formulate questions

about the player's skill level, the source of their motivation, and their future as women

athletes began to haunt me. These nagging questions motivated me to seek out in-depth

answers.
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Turning my attention to my current status as a graduate student in university, I

reflected on the university sport environment and the women who currently compete in

sport. It became clear that this would be a worthy area of exploration, r . -

,

As these issues are emergent the grounded theory approach was used to serve as

the conceptual framework for this research. Grounded theory is intended to construct

theory as opposed to testing it. "It strives to provide researchers with analytical tools for

handling masses ofraw data. It seeks to help qualitative analysts consider alternate

meanings ofphenomenon" (Patton, 2002, 127). A review of literature was also conducted

to frame the research. A pilot study was completed to help navigate the review of

literature.

Research Questions

In researching the contributing factors to women's sustained participation on

varsity athletic teams, the following questions were asked in the initial stages of this

qualitative study.

What are the contributing factors to women's sustained participation on varsity

athletic teams?

What factors were in place for these women to become highly skilled?

What was the source of these women's motivation to pursue athletics to an elite

level of competition?
«t ; v >»

Why did these women continue to participate when so many other women quit?

How do these women perceive their frjture in terms of athletics, careers, and

personal lives?
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Rationale

It is necessary to examine the contributing factors that sustain female participation

in a predominantly male environment, until and throughout university. The purpose of

this section is to share my stories to illuminate the phenomenon for the reader.

I am a member of a family who enjoys playing and watching sports; thus, I have

also adopted sports as a fundamental part of life. Sports are an essential part of life. I

consider sports to be my 'orchestration of self . In other words, they are, in large part,

what makes me, me.

From the time when I was very small, I participated in various leagues, at an

assortment of competitive levels, in a wide variety of sports. Keams (1992) declares: "No

matter what you call it, or what one's memories of this curriculum area are, the feelings

are seldom if ever neutral. For many students the memories are of excitement,

competition, fiin, and success" (p. 77).

I am a very competitive person by nature. I like competing under pressure, and I

enjoy victory. While I do not travel the same emotional journey afler losing a game, I

understand that losing is an inherent part of competition. Whether it is called "the

competitive urge, competitive spirit, or competitive ethic, many people consider this type

of thinking synonymous with [our] way of life" (Weinberg & Gould, 1995, p. 129).

Although the emotions that I feel contribute to my desire to compete, there are

many other factors that also motivate me to participate. These include being physical and

exercising, being with my friends and teammates, the challenge ofplaying sport, and the

support from coaches, friends, and family. In essence, I would identify this as my need

for excellence and success.
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11

I was very lucky to have the support ofmy family to participate in many sporting

activities. If it were not for them, I would have lost out on many wonderful opportunities.

I was enrolled in baseball at the age of 6, and until recently was still playing, albeit at a

higher level of competition. My parents were responsible for my enrolment into sports,

all financial aspects ofmy participation including yearly registration fees, sporting

equipment, and transportation facilitated by one or both parents to and from games and

practices. Without all ofthese facets, I would not have been able to be a participant in

sport.

I have also participated in swimming, diving, gol^ karate, and dance to name a

few. In some ofthese endeavours I became very good, but in others I did not experience

such positive outcomes. Regardless of my ability to do these activities well, I had the

support to try. I was encouraged to try my hardest despite the outcome. Support was

given when I felt frustrated with my own or team performance. This support often came

in the form of a hug and words of encouragement.

Through my participation in sports, I developed many relationships. Strong bonds

were created with coaches and teammates. While my family was able to provide me with

the much needed support offthe field, my teammates and coaches were instrumental to

me while on the field. In turn, this support and encouragement from my team motivated

me to work and push myself harder.

With a lot of hard work and practice, I developed my skills to be able to play on

these competitive teams. These increased skills made me a competent team player.

Because ofmy participation in various sports, I feel fit and in shape. 1 must continue in

regimented workout routines to maintain this level of fitness; however, 1 attribute my
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physical abilities to hard work and participation. I am a very strong individual, and this is

a large contributor to my level ofendurance. In the past, coaches have fondly nicknamed

me "work horse" or "machine Mandy" because ofmy abilities to push my body to

continue in its tasks. I believe this strength and endurance made me a more competent

player, and allowed me to receive special attention from coaches. - ^,

This passion for sports continues to grow. I now have the opportunity to use this

passion through this research and, thus, toward the completion ofmy Master of

Education degree.

Definition of Terms

This section will highlight and provide definitions ofkey terms that are used

throughout this research. The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with some

foundational knowledge and for the sake of clarity.

Athletic Identity

Athletic identity can be defined as "the degree to which an individual identifies

him/herselfwith the athletic role" (Brewer, Van Raalte, & Linder, 1993, p. 237). '
'

Competition

According to Martens (1975) competition is more than a single event. It involves a

process consisting of four distinct stages. These are the objective competitive situation,

the subjective competitive situation, the response, and the consequences of the response.

"As with any social process, each stage is influenced by the other stages as well as by

external factors in the environment such as feedback and external rewards" (p. 1 19).
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Motivation

This term is often vaguely defined or not defined at all. It may be viewed as an internal

personality characteristic, an external influence, or an explanation ofbehaviour

(Weinberg & Gould, 1995). Sage (1977) stated that motivation can simply be defined as

"the direction and intensity ofone's effort" (p. 60). The direction of one's effort refers to

whether an individual seeks out, approaches, or is attracted to certain situations (Montana

State University, 1998).

Physical Activity *'

The concept of physical activity according to Darlinson (2000) includes the entire field of

bodily movements that each person can assume in daily life. This may range fi-om

normal, active living conditions to engaging in moderate physical activities; to physical

fitness and training sessions; and to collective sport activities, including both high

performance sport, and leisure and recreational sports.

Recreation

This word in not used fi^equently in this research; however, an understanding is essential.

"Recreation is something which is being physically active for the purpose of enjoyment

or fitness; and school sport or recreation which is done at school or as part of a school

team" (Colthart, 1996, p. 34).

Self-Concept

Self-concept generally refers to "the composite of ideas, feelings, and attitudes people

have about themselves" (Hilgard, Atkinson, & Atkinson, 1979, p. 605).

We could consider self-concept to be our attempt to explain ourselves to
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ourselves, to build a scheme that organises our impressions, feelings, and attitudes

about ourselves. But this model is not unified or unchanging. Our perceptions

vary from situation to situation and from one phase of our Uves to another

(Woolfolk, Winne, & Perry, 2003, p. 69).

Socialization
;

A perspective or behaviour can be changed or maintained through the socialization

process. "All influences that shape the skills, values, norms, and behaviours of

individuals are part ofthe process of socialisation" (Shifflett & Revelle, 1994b, p. 144).

These influences may include family members, partners, friends, and religion.

V

'T
:•-'.•'

'

-.-•
Scope and Limitations

This research identifies factors contributing to female athlete's participation in

varsity athletics. This study was conducted at Brock University, which is located in the

Niagara Region of Southern Ontario. The participant group within this study were female

varsity athletes ofvarious sports.

All participants attend the same university; athletes from different universities and

regions could produce different resuhs. Thus, the resuhs are not generalizable as they are

not representative of all female athletes. The small sample of participants limited the

fmdings as, if the sample was larger, the potential for more diverse answers would exist.

The findings were also limited by the questions posed in the interview process. With the

use of more or different questions, different answers may have been given, thus, different

results and conclusions may have been found.
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Significance

This research is intended to be ofbenefit to the educational community,

specifically to educators and, moreover, to physical educates. With recognition ofthe

fact that physical education is mandatory up to and including grade 9, it may be

interesting for educators to g^n insight into what contributes to sustaining female

participation in physical education. Once revealed, the findings may serve to enhance

physical education pedagogy and curriculuntL This may be done throughout secondary

school and in the application of curriculum.

Athletic departments may also benefit from this research. A forward momentum

may be generated in the area of female varsity athletes and athletics. This research will

provide information that may be a viable source for coaches to consider coaching female

athletes.

This research may benefit the females who are participating in the interview

process. Through the interviews, the participants will have the opportunity to share their

experiences relating to their involvement in sport, and to what it means to them to be a

female varsity athlete. As this process requires personal reflection, the athletes may gain

a greater perception of personal accomplishment, a stronger sense of identity, and a

clearer vision of their journey in sport. • t

This research may contribute to other collective bodies of research. It may also

serve as a foundation for new research that others may build upon this literature.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature related to varsity students'

participation in athletics and the factors that affect female participation through body,

mind, and soul. This review examines women in varsity athletics and what lessons have

been leampd through their accounts.

This literature review does not attempt to serve as an exhaustive summary of

research pertaining to varsity athletics. It observes the picture ofwomen's participation in

sport in Canada while addressing such issues as the historical and educational landscapes,

motivation, the female body in sport, and social supports. Other factors, such as

socialization, funding, and media influences, are included in the analysis.

fiistorical Context ofWomen in Sport

"For some women, athletics have always been a natural part of life... as long as

there have been women, there have been women's sports and women who excelled at

sports" states Donna Lopiano, the President of the Women's Sport Foundation (Markel,

Waggoner, & Smith, 1997, preface).

What is significant is the steady growth of the female population in sport in

history. "Historically it has been assumed that benefits associated with participation in

sport were limited primarily to males, but the increased participation in sport by women

may undermine the validity of this assumption" (Marsh, 1993, p. 20). Widenhaus (1995)

describes that sports have historically been an essential element of identity of a male, but

a negation to female development. He suggests that the development and encouragement
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of athletic ability in a female may be impeded by the role conflicts that young girls

experience in sport.
> j.

The central tenet opposing women's participation in sport was their physical

limitations, These limitations include factors such as menstruation, inferior strength and

weight in comparison to males, a belief that competition was harmful, that women were

accident-prone, and that physical activity left women barren (Hall, 1999). Until as

recently as 1972 women were not permitted to run long distances as it was believed that

they woulcj not be physically able to endure it (Widenhaus, 1995). Furthermore "Until

1984, no women's running event longer than 1,500m had been included in the Olympics"

(Intematiopal Olympic Committee, 1984). The marathon race was added to the Olympic

program in the Los Angeles summer Olympics in 1984.

In the 1920s and 1930s, interest in women's sport stemmed from effervescent „.

coverage in the media by top journalists ofthe day (McDonald, 1995). According to

Salwen and Wood (1994) the 1950s held the largest percentage of female athletes

appearing on covers of sporting magazines. The 1960s and 1970s are classified as a time

in which there was a greater awareness of the treatment ofwomen in the news. Women

were treated as objects and merely symbols representing societal views of females at this

time.

The Female Body in Sport

Th^ following highlights research completed on such issues as females' physical

capabilities in sport, factors that inhibit participation of females in athletics, and media

influences. These areas are presented to further examine issues as they relate to the
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female body in sport. - i .-'hai, ..

Physical Capabilities ofFemales in Sport

Women experience a wide variety of benefits fi^om participation in sport. "On

playing fields around the country, whether for the sheer benefit of exercise, for the

pleasure of recreation, or for the purpose of athletic competition, women are engaged in

sports. .

." (Miller, 2002, p. xi).

Betancourt (2001) explains that in spite of: "'Vrr ../*';* . ' >sk;
'>'

All the attention to healthful physical activity in recent years, it is not as

widespread as it appears. ..most women settle into an existence characterized by a

domestic or domestic-and-job pattern, one that does not include regular, self-

motivated recreational exercise (p. 163).

The physical capabilities of females' participation in sport are often the first to be

questioned. As suggested by Blinde et al. (1994), female participants in their study

believed that their own involvement in sport improved society's perceptions of women's

physical capabilities in sport. The participants in their study also:

Believed that they countered negative images of women by working hard and

being successftil in a man's domain as well as displaying physical and emotional

strength. One athlete suggested that the successes ofwomen athletes would gamer

respect for all women, (p. 55)

Perhaps with this perspective an increase of female participants in sport may be possible.

Miller (2002) writes that "today's women, with their speed, strength, skill, and

sweat, are charting new territory. . . As the pool of talent deepens, women athletes are

proving that there are no limits to their potential. .
.
(p. xiv). "As women in sports continue
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to achieve, they help eliminate myths and stereotypes that spread beliefs that women lade

the physical ability and mental fortitude to excel and compete under pressure in sports. .

."

(Betancourt, 2001, p. viii).

Argued by Stevens (2000) is the fact that women's sport has transformed from

local participation to high-performance competition. This particular idealism is becoming

the foundation of sport. Now, much like Douglas and Dodder (1991) state, the skilled

player is privileged and rewarded through the hierarchy of a player's talent and ability.

This opens the possibility to engage in other forms of physical activity. Collins (2002)

completed a study in which ten participants were interviewed to explore various aspects

of aerobics culture. "Women find control over both their physical body and over their

progress in aerobics to be rewarding" (p. 89). This in turn, may provide women the will

to continue in sport participation.

Inhibiting Factors in Female Athletics

"Fewer Canadians are active in sports. . .This is true for both children and adults,

and as always, fewer girls and women play sport than do boys and men" (Hall, 2002, p.

206). Koivula (1999) states that numerous studies and literature demonstrate that the

overall percentage of participation, as well as the percentage of individuals participating,

is declining. Moreover, this decline is more prevalent in female participants than in

males. Weistart (1998) states that "it is unrealistic to believe that under any circumstances

the number ofwomen interested in participating in a sports program in high school or

college will ever approach the percentage of males that are doing so" (p. 42).

There are many factors that affect the participation ofwomen in sport. One ofthe

most common barriers to this involvement is a general lack of time to be physically
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active. "Lack oftime" and "feeling tired" were dominant factors identified by Sleap and

Wormald (2001) that inhibit female participation. This response is simply another way of

stating that there are other priorities to be considered in women's everyday routine. In

some cases, there are families and children to look after, or there is school work to "

complete. It is evident that there are multiple reasons for lack of female participation and

for significant rates of females quitting athletics. O'Dell and Tietjen (1997) state that

coaches and other team leaders can do little to raise interest levels. Ifthe reasons for low

female participation are lack of fiin, lack of success, lack of playing time, or an over

emphasis on winning, changes can and should be made because these types of behaviour

are under the influence and control ofthe coach.

DifTerential treatment between male and female athletic teams is also an

important factor needing consideration. The fact remains that there are numerous

instances of inequalities between these teams. Blinde et al. (1994) identify such indicators

as poor practice times and facility availability, smaller budgets, less team and game

promotion, and less desirable modes of travel. Harris (2001) states that the possibility of

barriers encountered by females are from attempts to gain acceptance in sport that have

been unrecognized. They are based on the fact that it is women's sports and that sports

are traditionally classified as male.

Henderson and Grant (1998) assert that the gender rules for girls in our culture are

to be attractive, ladylike, hospitable, uncomplaining, and proficient. They also state that

when girls conform to these gender expectations, regardless of their intent to do so, they

lose track of their true selves and become powerless. Parratt (1994) also writes that,

considering that men have been glorified for their physicality, women have been battling
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such issues as culture, and religious and medical ideologies that have linked athleticism

to sexuality, instead of frailty and domesticity.

James and Embrey (2001) explored the attitudes of adolescent girls towards

recreational spaces and their personal choices of leisure. The researchers learned that

girls' leisure choices were inhibited by learned and enforced restrictions. While girls

were often shielded from exercise environments as they might be at risk physically,

emotionally, or even sexually, boys of equivalent age were encouraged to explore and

partake in the activities. Similarly, a study by Gulp (1998) identified the constraints that

influence or dissuade adolescent girls from participating in recreational activities.

Barriers, such as peer influence, self-concept, expenses, time constraints, location, and

lack of opportunities, were identified. •.. .;
f iV ' >f, ji^;!'^,

•

It is important to recognise, however, that there does not necessarily have to be a

barrier to the cessation of participation in sport, regardless ofgender. Dubois (1999)

indicates that males have a greater general interest in sports, both at the amateur and

professional levels, than do females Douglas and Dodder (1991) state that;

It can be speculated that only those who drop out at high school or higher,

experience the more professionalized environment of high school sports.

High school is perhaps the most difficult time for young athletes. It is at

this point where athletic ability may be put to its first real test. (p. 1 16)

Boutilier and San Giovanni (1983) hypothesize that females who make heavy

commitments to sports and athletics are likely to experience various forms of personal

labours as a result of these conflicting role dictations, and will discontinue their

participation in sport when the stress becomes too immense. Koivula (2001) states that a
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sport may also be considered masculine "if it functions in society to reinforce a sense of

identity and solidarity with men as separate from women" (p. 379).

Harris (2001) introduces the term Girl Power to describe the fact that women are

asserting their independence and are showing themselves to be strong with increased

participation in arenas traditionally characterized by male participation and dominance.

Media Influences .

Sport is a form of entertainment that is constantly heard on the radio, seen on

television, or read in newspapers and magazines of various forms. Research indicates that

females' sports are under-represented in the media. Robinson (1997) writes that "today,

female athletes are all but extinct in the sport pages, except for three weeks every two

years when the Olympics roll around. During the Olympics, it seems, reporters suddenly

realize that women have not been hibernating..." (p. 7). :!. .

Sandoz (2000) criticizes that in today's culture "competitive athletics becomes a

rigged game, in which 'cute' pictures of world championship athletes and constructions

of female-only sport as gender rivalry serve to buttress the male-is-superior ideology" (p.

33). .r:i.-- .-.

One of the frustrating paradoxes that surrounds women's sport and its relationship

with the media is the fact that while most events and athletes are all but ignored

most ofthe time - even when they succeed - the mainstream media seems to have

no hesitation in publicizing any scandalous or 'negative images that occur'

(Robinson, 1997, p. 41).

The need still exists for appropriate coverage ofwomen, not the stereotyped roles which

are typically portrayed by the media (Shifflett & Revelle, 1994b). The importance of
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appearance and attractiveness of females, both athletes and non-athletes, may be viewed

as undermining. These qualities may be paralleled to what is ascertained as femininity in

sport (Koivula, 200 1 ). McDermott ( 1 996) points out that;

Magazines and newspapers are a particular perpetrator ofreproducing

heterosexism and dominant interpretations of femininity through

photography. Successful female athletes tend to be positioned in

glamorous, inactive, and often sexually suggestive poses that ignore their

athletic skills and performances, thereby reducing them to objects of

desire ofthe male gaze (p. 15).

Salwen and Wood (1994) examined the portrayals of female athletes on the cover

ofSports Illustrated. The researchers investigated the covers of this magazine in four,

three-year periods. The findings confirmed those of previous research, that female

athletes receive less media coverage than males as there have been far fewer female

athletes than males on the covers. It was also acknowledged that females were far more

likely to be portrayed in a non-active sport pose. The researchers confess that the

coverage in Sports Illustrated, although minimal, is the best coverage available on

women in sport.

The effort to receive greater public notice is marked by contradictions. Theberge

(1996) identifies that sport's most visible and recognized female athlete is a personality

who achieved her fame by playing with men. Manon Rheaume was the first woman in

North America to sign a contract in a men's professional team sport, and to play a game

in a professional league. Since then, other female athletes, such as Hayley Wickenheiser,

have gone on to compete in men's professional leagues (The Official Site ofHayley
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Wickenheiser, 2005).The question remains whether it is necessary for a female athlete to

receive adequate publicity in the media to personify a more masculine role in sports.

With the acknowledgment that there is a need for more appropriate media

coverage ofwomen athletes, there must be acknowledgment ofthe detrimental effects

that the current depictions of female athletes are having on those who read them. In a

study completed by Sleap and Wormald (2001) it was documented that young women

want to be physically active to achieve the thin physical appearance of media role

models. This traces back to the types of poses and depictions of female athletes in the

media. Emphasis is being put on the sexuality ofthe sport or athlete as opposed to the

more wholesome image that tends to be rendered of male counterparts.

Mind over Matter in Sport Participation

Presented in this section is literature concerning female motivation in sport, the

role that self-concept has on female participation, and fmancial aspects requiring

attention in female sports.

Female Athletes ' Motivation

Motivation is a crucial aspect ofany sport and at any level.

Winning is not the only reason for female participation in athletics. There are

numerous other factors: affiliation (being with friends), excitement, challenge of

competition, fitness, staying or getting in shape, and fun...over 90 percent

indicated that they competed to have fun while 80 percent participated to become

physically fit, 38 percent participated to make new friends, and 32 percent

indicated that they participated because their parents wanted them to. (O'Dell &
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Tietjen, 1997, p. 73)
-^

There are two forms of motivation; intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation is

an innate need for competence and self-determination. It is a behaviour which exists in

the absence ofan external award or reward. "Intrinsic motivation is often associated with

intrinsic rqwards because the natural rewards of a task are the motivating forces that

encourage an individual in the first place" (What is Intrinsic Motivation?, 2005).

Examples include wanting to beat a personal best or lose weight in order to feel more

confident in one's appearance.

As Deci and Ryan (1985) state, "When people are intrinsically motivated, they

experience interest and enjoyment, they feel competent and self-determining, they

perceive the locus of causality for their behaviour to be internal, and in some instances,

they experience flow" (p. 34). Moreover, an intrinsically motivated behaviour is that

which appears to be controlled by the person in search ofno other goal than the activity

itself (Deci & Ryan, 1987). According to Deci and Ryan (1987), events that encourage

self-determination or competence will increase intrinsic motivation, and, thus, events that

decrease self-determination or competence will also decrease intrinsic motivation.

On the other end ofthe spectrum, extrinsic motivation is behaviour initiated and

continued as a means to receive external awards. Thomdike (1911) theorizes that rewards

strengthen behaviour. An example of this behaviour is running 10 kilometres in order to

win prize money or a trophy. Extrinsic motivation is encouragement from an outside

force or a behaviour performed based on the expectance of an outside reward, such as

money or praise. They may be abused to bribe or coerce someone into doing something
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that they would not do on their own (What is Intrinsic Motivation?, 2005). Ryan and Deci

(1996) describe these rewards as being dependent on the completion ofthe task.

A number ofproblems regarding extrinsic motivation have been identified.

Firstly, extrinsic rewards do not produce permanent changes. As Kohn (1993) explains,

"The fact is that extrinsic motivators do not alter the attitudes that underlie our

behaviours. They do hot create an enduring commitment to a set of values or to learning;

they merely, and temporarily, change what we do" (p. 784). Kohn (1993) also explains

that extrinsic rewards can be controlling. "In the classroom, it is a way of doing things to

children rather than working with them" (p. 784). Moreover, a child's ability to think and

reason on their own is affected, thus, not allowing them the chance to develop self-

determination or independent thinking (What is Intrinsic Motivation?, 2005).

Another problem concerning extrinsic motivation is identified by Lepper, Greene,

and Nisbett (1973). These authors found that rewarding children with extrinsic rewards

can actually reduce their intrinsic interest in something. The researchers observed

preschool children drawing and found that those who had been rewarded for their

drawings before drew less, but those who had never been rewarded still drew at the same

rate. Thus, it can be stated that the extrinsic rewards had reduced the children's interest in

an activity that the students had previously enjoyed. Chance (1992) refutes that although

extrinsic rewards may reduce intrinsic interest, extrinsic rewards are beneficial when

there is no intrinsic interest to begin with; then it is okay to use extrinsic forces to

motivate a student. ,

Wienberg and Gould (1995) identify guidelines to build motivation. The first is

that both situations and traits motivate people. "In reality, low participant motivation
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usually results from a combination of personal and situational factors" (p. 65). Moreover,

self-perceptions are strongly related to motivational behaviour. "This may further depress

female participation levels" (European Federation of Sport Psychology, 1999). These

articles suggest that, whereas male athletes display greater achievement motivation to

succeed in a sport, female athletes show higher levels of motivation to avoid failure.

Furthermore, it has been documented that females are attracted to sports and athletics for

reasons si^ch as affiliation or socialization, skill development, personal improvement, a

positive and nurturing environment, and membership of a social network (Coaching

Female Atjiletes, 2003).

According to Keams (1992), studies demonstrate that children are motivated by

seven basicp incentives: independence, power, affiliation, stress, excellence, aggression,

and success. According to Weinberg and Gould (1995) achievement motivation and

competitiveness are not limited to the final outcome of the activity, or the pursuit of

excellence, but focus on the journey of getting there.

Males and females have numerous motives for involvement, and it may be

necessary to change the environment in order to enhance motivation. Strategies may be as

simple as (^hanging from competitive to recreational divisions or paying more attention to

individual motives and needs as an athlete. It is, therefore, important to recognise how

much infli^ence leaders have in participants' motivation as these individuals play a

critical role in motivating their athletes. Lastly, Weinberg and Gould (1995) suggest the

use of behaviour modification to change undesirable participant motives. This may

include the punishment of negative behaviours and the reinforcement of positive ones.

Coaches need to understand what motivates their athletes and provide an
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environment that meets their needsln order to promote, malntmn, and sustain female

participation in sport. "The majority of females are turned offby the following shows of

emotion: yelling, screaming, and throwing things and other emotional displays"

(Wooldridge, 2000, p. 1). According to Wooldridge, the critical factor is the use of

positive reinforcement in participation motivation.

Motivation is influenced by both situational and personal factors. In a study

completed at Montana State University (1998) both cross-country runners and

recreational athletes cited several major motives for participation in their choice of

activity. E|oth groups of ^thletes valued skill improvement and development of fitness.

Other categories considered were having fun, thrill and excitement, and achieving

success (N^ontana State Univeristy, 1998). Similarly, Reiss, Wiltz, and Sherman (2001)

investigated students who had participated in varsity sports at the high school or

university level. How many sports the student participated in was found to be associated

with motivational traits for physical exercise, social contact, and family. As the

researchers expected, the single most important correlate of sport participation was the

intrinsic enjoyment of physical exercise. It can be further clarified that winning is not the

sole motiv^ for participation in sport.

There are various reasons why males and females choose to participate in athletic

activities. A study performed by Koivula (1999) focussed on motives for sport

participation. She also noted the relationship between motives for participation and the

actual time participants spent actively participating. Regardless of gender, physical

health, fun and enjoyment were significantly rated. Women identified motives, such as

stress relief, more commonly than men.
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A similar study measured significant differences in motivation between those who

participate in individual sports and those who participate in fitness and exercise activities.

The purpose of the study was to determine factors that motivated individuals in an

athletic environment. It also analysed how these various motives or psychological

attributes were associated with participation in sport and/or exercise (Frederick & Ryan,

1993). Koivula (1999) found that interest and enjoyment were ranked as very important

to the participants. In addition, these researchers found that competence motives were

more significant than body-related issues for those who identified greatly with sport

participation. The exercise group can account for the reverse. Moreover, "it can be

difficult to motivate yourselfwhen you are on your own. But if others around you are

diligent; tl^ey can set the tone for you to follow" (Chastain, 2004, p. 92).

The Role ofSelf-Concept in Sport

The role that self-concept plays in one's life is highly significant. Sport is a forum

where self-esteem may be developed. "The beauty of sports is that it increases self-

[concept] at an age when girls traditionally lose self-[concept]" (Betancourt, 2001, p.

139). Betapcourt (2001) writes that "the growing participation in women in team sports is

the single most important development in helping us achieve self-[concept], equality, and

power" (p. xiii). "Sports can help a young girl or boy build self-[concept] and

confidence. . . They bring those qualities to their school, their family, and their «

^

community" (Chastain, 2004, p. 15). Moreover, "children who gain positive attributes

through competition in many cases become leaders. .

." (Chastain, 2004, p. 16).

Many investigations into the relationship between participation in sport and the

perceived self-concept ofthe athlete have been completed. Douglas and Dodder (1991)
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state that tjie higher one perceives his or her own ability, the greater the Hkelihood that

participation in sport will be sustained. The fact that women choose not to participate

may suggest that self-concept is an inhibitor. Gulp (1998) indicates that this is partially

due to strong association between sport and masculine identity.

Difficuhies with self-concept can be traced as far back as elementary and

secondary schools Holland and Andre (1994) compared high school and university

students wfio identified with sex-appropriate sports felt greater social status than did

athletes involved in sex-inappropriate sports. Although the classification of sex-

appropriate or sex-inappropriate is not defined, the researchers also found that, although

the female athletes involved in sex-inappropriate sports associated more with the role of

the athlete, they also had lower levels of self-esteem. Koivula (2001) labelled sex-

appropriate sports for women as those that allow female participants to stay true to

typical "stereotyped expectations of femininity and that provide for beauty and aesthetic

pleasure" (p. 378).

The development of motor skills may give support toward the meeting of

psychological needs and self-concept in young children (Layman, 1974; Wall & Murray,

1994). Furthermore, within the university setting, sport participation was found to be

empowering for females at the individual or personal level. "It facilitated the

development of qualities such as bodily competence, perceptions of a competent self, and

the adoptic|n of a proactive approach to life" (Blinde et al. 1994, p. 52).

Widenhaus (1995) would argue that many investigations with a focus on female

athletes anfl self-concept have found that their participation in sports has only a small

positive effect in their overall self-concept. He points out that, as early as first grade, girls
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perceive themselves as having lower athletic ability and, therefore, place less emphasis

on sport than boys in their class. Having said this, girls become more likely to drop out of

any kind of involvement in sport due to their own feelings of incompetence. Widenhaus

does, however, advocate that anything that women in education can do to encourage

young girl^ and adolescence in sports is an important step in helping them to view

themselves as athletes who possess such characteristics as strength, competence, grace,

and confidence.

Self-concept affects both males and females; however, it has been shown to be

lower and to have more detrimental effects on females, regardless of age. According to

O'Dell and Tietjen (1997) participants "who perceive themselves as competent will

persist longer and maintain greater interest in a particular skill domain, where as, [those]

who do not perceive themselves as highly competent tend not to persist and lose interest

more quickly" (p. 72). This is one example ofhow female participation may be

negatively affected.

This negativity in turn hinders the involvement ofwomen in sports. "The feeling

of not being as good as others, and the experience of competitive situations where failure

can occur, mean that the self-esteem ofyoung women can easily be undermined" (Sleap

& Wormald, 2001, p. 33). , ;,.
'

,

.

Financial Aspects to Consider in the Female Sporting Arena

"T|ie last few years have brought immense changes in university athletics. Due to

fmancial constraints, several sports have been or are under threat, and many must raise

their own funds for facility rental, coaches, uniforms and travel" (Luckman & Morden,

2004, p. xi). Robinson (1997) states that
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Because women's sport has been pushed to the margins for so long, many ofthe

perceived 'advances' it is making are not met with the kind of all-out enthusiasm

people might expect. For people who have struggled for so long to achieve equal

funding and recognition, small 'gifts' from private government sources are often

viewed as cases of 'too little, too late' (p. 87).

It remains an undisputed fact that female athletic teams and athletes receive and

generate substantially different levels of fiinding than do male athletic teams. A large g&p

exists between the allotment of funds to male teams and the allotment offunds to female

teams. In 2002-03, Canadian universities provided $4.1 million in scholarships to

students, but only 34 per cent of that went to female athletes, even though 46 per cent of

student athletes were women (PhilHps, 2004). -
't> •

Since 1992 at least 800 women's teams have been added at the varsity level and

are assuming a leadership role (Tarkan, 1995). Although Weistart (1998) argues that not

all sports need to be equally funded, it is undeniable that women's athletics consistently

were receiving less financial support. Phillips (2004) writes that there are reasons for the

discrepancies. "One ofthem is that in general, female student athletes don't participate in

sports where a lot of financial awards are given" (Phillips, para. 15).

Tarkan reveals that coaches ofvarious men's teams which are experiencing

funding dilemmas feel that money is being taken from these less visible teams to expand

women's programs. In conjunction with this perspective is the notion that advocates of

increased participation and opportunity for women in sport are antagonistic to football

and other large arena sports. As at many Canadian universities, the numbers tend to be

slanted in favour of men because of the large amounts of award money the alumni
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generate for long-established major sports like hockey and football (Phillips, 2004).

Tarkan (1995) records that those involved in football and its organizations do not

want to sh^e fiinds with other teams. They feel that they are being penalized because

"there's no matching sport for women in terms of participants" (p. 25). She also points

out that, although some football programs make a profit, the majority ofthem lose

money. More specifically, these money-losing teams are draining athletic fonding that

may have been allotted to female athletics. The Women's Sports Foundation, among

other highly recognized sport foundations, has put forth suggestions that may help reduce

overall spending, including the expenditure of travel allowances. It is obvious that some

effort must be made to equate the fonding to various teams. This would include both male

and female athletic teams. It is interesting to note that there are no laws and regulations

for the treatment of athletes in terms of facility use, coaching, and equipment for men.

There are, however, guidelines for participation rates and fonding of female athletes.

What is often disregarded is the female athlete as a consumer. "When it comes to

money, women now spend more on sports apparel and athletic shoes than men do"

(Betancourt, 2001, p. 5). Moreover, "corporations realize that there is a very lucrative

market for women's sporting goods. The sporting goods manufacturing industry, which

was until recently 95 percent male, formerly produced little or nothing for women"

(Betancourt, 2001, p. 14).

Finances affect more than just the athlete, institution, and team, but parents as

well. Chastain (2004) explains that "even as the opportunities have grown, so have some

of the costs, both financial and social. Parents now pay hundreds, and even thousands of

dollars a year for children to participate" (p. 46). It can be stated that there are many more
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lives invested in sport than just the participant.

Female Socialization into Athletics

The role of socialization in sport is significant. The following section examines

the formation of relationships within and surrounding sport, and the supportive

relationships that serve to sustain participation in sport. J

The Formation ofRelationships <- ^- ;-;'; -if ,n ;..

Participation in athletics provides an arena for the formation ofmany

relationships of different types. These relationships can be established between 'V

teammates, and between athlete and coach. Existing relationships can be made stronger.

"Playing competitive sports provides more than just a way for children to develop as

athletes; it also creates an opportunity for them to grow as individuals in their

relationships with others - from friends and teanmiates to parents and coaches"

(Chastain, 2004, p. 23). These relationships may be developed on and off the playing

field. "Camaraderie and celebrating a shared experience are a big part of enjoying sports"

(Betancourt, 2001, p. 192). "The idea of winning generally plays no part in what girls

learn as they grow up. . girls traditionally learn not to be competitive and to avoid

conflict, because relationships are more important than any game" (Betancourt, 2001, p.

182).

There are two opposing views of the role that sport plays in the facilitation of

socialization (Leonard, 1 996). One position, '*the sport-enhances-mobility hypothesis,

views sport as an effective avenue through which higher social status can be obtained" (p.

289). The second view offered is the ''sport-impedes-mohility hypothesis, [which] sees
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sport as a dead end for the overwhelming majority of individuals who uhimately waste

their precious time and energy honing sport skills" (p. 289). According to Leonard, there

are many steps in the achievement of socialization through sport. They are identified as

progressing from elementary school to secondary school, from secondary school to

university, and from university level to professional.

Social supports provide females with the assurance ofpersonal worth and

relationships that help balance negative experiences and emotions. The provision of

social support replaces the negative focus of attention with a positive focus. PattCTSon,

Smith, and Everett (1998) state that this can prevent self-preoccupation with negative

thoughts and emotions.

Shifflett and Revelle (1994a) explain that all ofthe influences that shape skills,

values, norms, and behaviours of individuals are part ofthe socialization process. They

categorize these influences as significant others, schooling, neighbourhood, religion,

government, and social gatherings. Regardless of these influences, socialization is taking

place. Infrequent opportunities for socialization to take place may leave athletes with

fewer support systems; thus, they are lefl open to interaction adversities (Widenhaus,

1995).

At times, it is reported that these various relationships can be strained, especially

those with coaches and family. Marsh (1993) indicates that it may be the person's peer

group within a school setting that has a positive effect on sport participation. '"Effects of

sport participation on parental involvement and academic self-concept were lower when

the sport climate for the individual peer group was stronger" (p. 34). Thus there is a need

to belong to a social group as it impacts various aspects of one's life.
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Henderson and Grant (1998) present the need for socialization as greater for

females than for males, although it may not be significantly different. They point out that

many girls have different experiences because of their gendered socialization. Douglas

and Dodder (1991) surveyed the socialization experiences, and concluded that

participation in sport is the operation ofmany variables, and that the higher the

encouragement to participate in athletics, and the higher the perceived ability, the more

likely it is that the individual will become involved in sports, and sustain this

involvement. Social support and relationships are crucial in the lives of athletes, even

more so for female athletes.

"Role models in women's sport are crucial to the development of subsequent

generations of athletes. Youngsters who are inspired by the achievements of older

athletes go on to become role models themselves" (Robinson, 1997, p. 52). Everyone has

an opportunity to contribute and guide in some way. Chastain (2004) writes that parents

are the most influential of role models and "have a special responsibility to pass on

important values and habits, and to help find mentors for themselves and their children"

(p. 19). Parents should also be stimulated to be active role models for their children, as

their attitudes are critical in determining the attitude of the child (Canadian Association

for Health, Physical Fitness, Education, Recreation, and Dance, 1998).

Supportive Relationships

"Sports reveal our strengths as well as our weaknesses. Parents, coaches, and

peers can help a young player recognize the superhero inside and learn to appreciate her

everyday strengths as well" (Chastain, 2004, p. 4). Having a strong support system is

essential to every athlete, regardless of gender. "The camaraderie and pride of this shared
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effort and pxperience alsp fill a soulful need. ..The team is a community that any woman

can join" (Betancourt, 2001, p. xiii). Douglas and Dodder (1991) found that others are an

important influence on thp decisions people make about their participation in sports. An

athlete may receive support from muhiple sources: family, friends, coaches, spectators,

the community and its programs, and society.

Widenhaus (1995) suggests that educators, coaches, and parents are responsible

for the recpgnition and the development of females who are athletically inclined. He also

identifies numerous studies that focussed on the importance of family, coaches, teachers'

and peers' support of female athletes. The studies demonstrated that those who took an

active interest in the lives ofthe female athletes provided valuable and influential

encouragement and positive enforcement.

The family is one ofthe most important support systems in the life of an athlete.

More specifically, the family has a powerful influence in the life of a child, regardless of

athletic ability. Douglas and Dodder (1991) state that the higher the level of family

involvement, the longer the athlete will participate in sport. The researchers propose that

previous participation in sport by a family member may transpire into their being more

supportive oftheir child or family member.

Although little research has been completed on the relationship between father

and daughter in female participation in sports, it has been documented that "male role

models have historically been more influential during athletic careers of female collie

student atl^letes, primarily because female role models were scarce" (Widenhaus, 1995, p.

75). There is, however, evidence in the literature that this pattern may be changing.

Widenhaus pinpoints a 10-year follow-up study in which it was found that college
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athletes relate to twice as many female athletic role models by early aduhhood as they did

in childhood. Parents should be encouraged to promote not only quality physical

activities, but daily physical education programs.

Educational Context ofWomen in Sport

This final section l^ighlights important research in the education landscape.

Research surrounding physical education in school and female participation in varsity

athletics is presented.

Physical Education in School

We know that a sport system open to all communities does much more than

provide healthy choices to young people. It is the base of a pyramid that develops

into an elite system. We have all seen gifted, hard-working young athletes at

schools. Byt how do we provide an avenue for these kids? A sports program that

is open to everyone, regardless of parental income, [and] a sport system that

produces future champions. (Robinson, 1997, p. 200)

Sleap and Wormald (2001) write that the main motive for females entering a high school

physical education class is the prospect of losing weight. Therefore, ifa physical

education curriculum is offered that seems more attractive in the eyes ofyoung women,

in that it may help them to achieve their weight loss goals, it may be viewed as the

reinforcement of traditional gender stereotypes. They write that the more favoured

activities within the physipal education curriculum for females in high school are

aerobics, basketball, swimming, and general team sports.

Card and Meyenn (2000) discuss feminist researchers in physical education who
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have described gender stereotypes as being taught by physical educators themselves. In

particular, they examine the extent to which male teachers do not teach various

movement forms, such as dance, whereas female physical educators do. Gender

stereotypes may not specifically be taught as they may be naturally learned. In other

words, teachers teach the way that they have been taught and by extension students will

learn and adopt these tendencies.

A study conducted by Miller, Heinrich, and Baker (2000) focussed on such issues

as female interest in watching and participating in sports, specifically varsity sports; high

school activities; and participation in varsity athletics. The resuhs indicated that there was

a large interest in sports, but that lack of opportunity aflFected female student's

participation. Consequently, while there may be female interest in participating in sport,

there is no outlet for them to do so.

The effects of sport participation are emphasized by Marsh (1993) who states that

involvement in athletics may enhance other areas of self A feeling of identification with

school, higher grades and other academic outcomes, as well as non-academic outcomes,

may occur. Moreover, through his own research. Marsh found that "participation in sport

tended to be positively related to school grades, encouragement by significant others,

general self-concept, educational aspirations, and subsequent college attendance" (p. 25).

Therefore, regardless ofgender, participation in sport through a school environment may

have an overall positive impact on the development of children.

Female Participation in Varsity Athletics

Varsity athletics offers an elite and challenging level of participation in sport.

Marsh (1993) found that expectations prior to an athlete's first year ofuniversity are
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positively associated with sport participation at the varsity level, in so far as the

expectations of an athlete are the direct cause of participation in athletics. Marsh

demonstrates that participation of female athletes may be increased if then- expectations

are met when commencing university. It was noted that rates of participation on athletic

teams were significantly higher when the total number of students in each year of school

was lower. Moreover, the effect of sport on self-concept and attendance in university

lectures apd classes was also smaller when the university population was large.

The varsity forum provides a setting where women can work together towards

common goals. Blinde et al. (1994) suggest that "given the visibility ofgender

inequalities in budgets, sport offerings, scholarships, publicity, and recruitment, women

in sport may be more easily sensitized to their disadvantaged position and thus ready to

actively challenge such inequalities" (p. 52).

Bljnde et al. (1994) examined the empowerment ofwomen through varsity sports

at group and societal levels. Each participant was interviewed on several issues related to

her experiences as varsity athletes. Questions pertaining to their interaction patterns on

the team and relationships with fellow teammates were asked. Female bonding and the

development ofgroup identity were the two emergent themes. Several factors were

specified that can potentially account for why socialization within the sporting arena is

prevalent. One such reason is the similar problems and pressures shared amongst players.

Frequency and proximity of interactions were also greater between athletes than between

athletes and their non-athletic friends. The team itself is a support group (Blinde et al).

According to the authors:

Most athletes indicated that they and their teammates had forged a common
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identity related to membership on their team. In contrast to relationships with

non-athlete friends, where an individual identity prevails, interactions with

teammates are influenced by an athlete's group identity" (p. 54). The relationships

developed among teammates can, therefore, be seen as a critical element of

sustaining female in sport participation.

Review of Section

This review of literature presented research in the areas ofboth historical and

educational contexts. Furthermore, it discussed issues surrounding the female body in

sport, feniale socialization into athletics, and key issues such as motivation, self-concept,

media influences, and funding.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The purpose ofthis chapter is to provide an outline ofthe processes used to

conduct thi^ research. Discussed in the following sections is the research design,

including the pilot study, protocol, selection of participants, data collection, transcription,

and analysis.

Research Paradigms

This study was designed to explore the factors contributing to women's sustained

participation on varsity athletic teams. A qualitative approach was chosen for this

research as it is based on words and descriptions of situations and events. These

descriptors aid in the greater understanding by others ofthe significance of this issue.

Merriam (1998) writes that qualitative research "simply [seeks] to discover and

understand a phenomenon, a process, or the perspectives and worldviews ofthe people

involved" (p. 11).

Typical of qualitative research is that the findings are a mixture of description and

analysis, fhus, data collection through an interview process was chosen as it was deemed

the most appropriate method to gather information-rich data. "The analysis usually resuhs

in the identification of recurring patterns (in the form of categories, factors, variables,

themes) that cut through the data or in the delineation of a process" (Merriam, 1998, p.

11). Specifically the grounded theory approach was used in this research which "is the

most influential paradigm for qualitative research in the social sciences today" (Patton,

2002, p. 124).

Interviews with ten female athletes about their experiences and stories in sport
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constituted data collection. The focal point ofthis study was to identify the predominant

factors that contributed to their involvement. These factors include the range of

similarities and differences between the women and their experiences. These experiences

represent the subjective realities ofthese athletes.

Emergence ofthe Study . v, >!- v

Previous to the commencement ofthe study, it was realized that females'

participation in sports was too broad of a research focus for the completion ofa Master of

Education Thesis. As this study is a component of a graduate degree, it was logical that

the research population focus solely on varsity athletes due to the abundance of females

within a single environment. Therefore, the focus became participation of female athletes

on varsity team athletics.
'

'

'''
'

'"
'

*'

As it had already been determined to investigate the sustained participation of

female athletes, interviewing IS athletes in different phases of participation seemed

appropriate. These participants would be divided into three groups, each representing a

different level of participation. Group One would be made up of five athletes who had

just commenced participation at the varsity level. Group Two would consist of five

veteran athletes, those who have been in varsity sports for more than three years. Group

Three would be made up of five alumni athletes, or those who, at one point in their lives,

had participated at the varsity level.

It was thought that, by having this cross section of athletes, a greater

understan(jing ofwhat sustained their participation would be generated. However, it was

then determined that interviewing athletes who were currently in varsity athletics could

be equally informative. The purpose was to study the factors contributing to participation
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on varsity t^e^m athletics; therefore, varsity athletes should be interviewed. The numbo- of

participants was reduced to 10 once this decision was made.

At this stage it was deemed necessary to conduct a pilot study which would serve

to test the interview protocol and determine what to look for in this process. The pilot

study also provided the researcher with experience in interviewing and some data

analysis. ^

Pilot Study

At the onset of the research, a pilot study was conducted with the intention of

determining the effectiveness ofthe interview protocol designed for this study. In

addition, a better understanding ofwhat issues related to female varsity athletes could be

Participants

In order to appraise the effectiveness of the general open-ended questions for the

final interviews, four participants were involved. The four interviews were conducted

with peers and acquaintances who volunteered to participate upon signing an ethics form.

The participants were contacted via personal contacts and fact-to-face meetings.

Female athletes who were currently participating, or had previously participated,

at the vars|ty level were interviewed to investigate their motivations, experiences, failures

and successes that led to their continued involvement in competitive sport.

The participants were female athletes, all ofwhom have participated in varsity

athletics. Three of these athletes were coaching in the sports of volleyball, gymnastics,

and basketball. Prior to the commencement of her coaching career, each participant
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competed at the varsity level. The fourth athlete interviewed was still competing as an

elite synchronized swimmer.

The participants for the pilot study attended the same university as the participants

in the study attended. Each participant was met with individually and was asked to select

a pseudonym so that anonymity could be sustained.

Procedural Considerations

Each participant received a letter asking for her voluntary participation in this

study. This Informed Consent letter (see Appendix B) acquainted the athletes with their

rights as participants and with the responsibilities of a researcher.

Withdrawal from participation in the interview could have been made at any time

without penalty. Participants were made aware of this prior to the first question being

asked. Pseudonyms were used to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of participants.

Interview Protocol ofthe Pilot Study

The research design involved the development of an interview protocol based on

the findings of the pilot study. In an attempt to develop skills as an interviewer, two

interviews were conducted with personal fiiends ofthe researcher. The confidentiality of

these participants will be maintained. The audio-tapes were listened to repeatedly, to aid

in the research skills of the researcher. As a researcher with limited experience, comfort

was taken in Fontana and Prey's (2000) statement that "research on interviewer effects

has shown interviewer characteristics such as age, gender, and interviewing experience to

have a relatively small impact on responses" (p. 650). Thus, more confidence was felt

that participants' responses were indicative ofthe research protocol itself, and not the

delivery or inexperience ofthe researcher.
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In June 2002, the four participants took part in one audio-taped, open-ended

interview. The interviews were conducted individually with each athlete, on a face-to-

face basis. Each interview was conducted in the office ofthe researcher's supervisor in

order to relax each participant and avoid distraction. Each session was approximately 45

minutes in length, during which time questions were asked relating to the participant's

experiences in varsity athletics, including her motivation, her successes, and her

perceived failures as an athlete.

These questions formed the basis ofthe study and participants were asked to

assess their appropriateness to gather the desired type of data for this research. This was

to address the concern that the questions permitted the participants to express themselves

freely, and were not leading in any way. This was assessed by the type of information

given by the athletes during the coding process ofthe data. This was the purpose of

completing a pilot study. The interview protocol for the pilot study is included as

Appendix C.

Data Transcription and Analysis

Each audio tape was transcribed by the researcher immediately following the

interview. The transcript was returned to the participants so that they had the opportunity

to revise, add, or remove any data. No revisions or deletions were deemed necessary by

the participants.

Once the transcripts were approved by each participant the data was coded.

Categories were identified by colour coding on the transcript. Then each key word or

phrase was placed in chart form and examined for redundancy. These codes were linked

together on the basis of repetitiveness. Codes were then grouped and placed into themes.
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then related to current literature on the topic.

The final components ofthis data gathering were the design ofan interview

protocol and interview questions and a more refined literature review, which captured the

essence ofthe contributing factors gathered fi^om the interview transcripts.

Effectiveness ofthe Pilot Study

The interview protocol was found to be effective as the questions allowed an

appropriate level ofexploration for the study. Minor changes to the order ofthe questions

and wording to the interview protocol were established. With the implementation of these

changes, an effective interview protocol was produced.

The Study

The following sections outline the steps and procedures taken in the selection of

participants, the interview protocol and interview process, transcription and, data

analysis.

Procedural Considerations

An application to the Brock University Ethics Review Board was submitted prior

to commencing the search for potential participants. The Review Board members

conducted a complete ethical review of the proposal for research (File # 02-013, Frake).

Once approval was obtained from the Brock University Research Ethics Board,

data collection commenced in October 2002. A 'Letter ofPermission' (see Appendix D)

was sent to the Athletic Director ofthe university in June 2003, requesting permission to

interview female athletes. The Athletic Director was requested to provide names, phone

numbers, and email addresses of coaches whom he felt would be willing to particifMite in
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this type of research.

In September 2003, the coaches were sent letters of information (see Appendix E)

to inform them ofthe research. The coaches were requested to recommend female

athletes whom they deemed to be articulate. This was a purposive requirement to gain as

much data-rich information from each participant taking part in the study. Ten female

athletes were sought who were currently participating in varsity team athletics. Thus, all

coaches were contacted via email. A list of the names, phone numbers, and email

addresses ofthe athletes suggested was requested. The coaches were very receptive and

helpfiil in the process. Some requested a personal meeting to discuss the purpose ofthe

study in greater detail.

Each participant received a letter asking for her voluntary participation in this

study through email. This 'Letter of Information' (see Appendix F) identified the purpose

and rationale for this study. In addition to this letter, each participant received an

Informed Consent letter (see Appendix B). At the interview it was explained that this

letter delineated their rights as participants and my responsibilities as a researcher.

Informed consent is the foundation of ethical principles. Howe and Moses (1999) state:

The basic idea is that it is up to the research participants to weigh the risks and

benefits associated with participating in a research project and up to them to then

decide whether to take part. And they can do this only ifthey are informed about

and understand what their participation in the research involves, (p. 24)

At the completion ofthe study, each participant received a 'Letter of Feedback'

(see Appendix G) and a copy of the final results was available to them at their request.
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Selecting Participants

Contact with the athletes was initiated through email. A few participants

suggested that contact would be easier through a telephone conversation, but most stated

that email was ideal as they checked it frequently. Once each athlete agreed to participate

in the study, a meeting time was created to suit their schedule and convenience.

The 10 female athletes were interviewed to investigate what contributes to the

sustained involvement of female athletes in sport in a university setting. The participants

selected all attended the same university and were members of varsity athletic teams.

They ranged in age from 20 to 23 and represented a variety of sports including basketball,

hockey, rowing, soccer, and volleyball. Through these interviews, the motives,

experiences, failures and successes that led to their continued involvement in competitive

sport were sought. The interest in interviewing these athletes was in gaining insight into

the factors that have contributed, and continue to contribute, to their sustained

involvement in sport, and into the motives that promote their participation and future

endeavours in athletics.

The Interview Protocol

The focus ofthe interview process was to delineate what promotes females'

sustained involvement at this elite level of sport. The interview protocol consisted of

questions to illicit the athletes' experiences as they related to their involvement in sport

and to explore what it means to them to be a female athlete.

The research design involved the development of an interview protocol for which

a pilot study was completed. The questions were designed to be open-ended for the

purpose of extracting as much relevant information as possible. Although there are
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different approaches to the design ofan interview protocol, the standardized open-aided

approach was selected. This particular approach "consists of a set of questions carefully

worded and arranged with the intention oftaking each respondent through the same

sequence and asking each respondent the same questions with essentially the same word"

(Patton, 2002, p. 342). Furthermore, data collected are still open-ended, in the sense that

the participant uses her own words, thoughts, and opinions in answering the questions,

but the exact wording ofthe questions is determined beforehand (Patton, 2002).

There are three main reasons why this approach was most appropriate for this

research. The first reason is that the exact protocol is available for examination by anyone

who uses the findings of this research. Because the interview itself is so focussed, the

interviewee's time is used effectively. Lastly, analysis is simplified by making the

interviewee's responses easier to find and compare (Patton, 2002).

The Interview > ' '

Each interview was conducted individually on a face-to-face basis. Each

interview was audio taped and lasted between 45 minutes to one hour. The interviews

were conducted in an office in order to create a comfortable environment and to avoid

distraction. At the beginning of each interview, the purpose ofthe study was explained

and the interviewee was provided with an opportunity to ask questions. It was also

explained to each interviewee that her participation was purely voluntary and that she had

the right to withdraw at any time without penalty. They were asked to sign the Informed

Consent form (see Appendix B) which reiterated the purpose of this study and sought

permission to audio tape the session. To ensure confidentiality of participants,

pseudonyms were used throughout the interview and transcription processes. The athletes
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were also told, at the commencement of the interview, that there were no right or wrong

answers; the questions were only asked to elicit their thoughts and stories.

The context ofthe interviews required the interviewer to play a neutral role,

meaning that any opinions and thoughts ofthe researcher remained outside ofthe

interview process. However, due to the nature ofthe questions being asked by the

researcher, a certain degree of comfort and rapport needed to be established. According

to Fontana and Frey (2000) the interviewer must establish what has been called "balanced

rapport"; he or she must be casual and friendly on one hand, but directive and impersonal

on the other" (p. 65). At the commencement of each interview, a considerable amount of

time was spent in attempt to relax the participant. This was an opportunity to get to know

the athlete on a personal level as well as provide her with the opportunity to know the

interviewer.

To aid in its development, the first section ofthe interview was designed to build

on the current rapport already established, with introduction questions like, "Can you tell

me about your current athletic activities? Can you give me a chronological history of

your involvement in sport, from the time that you started to now"? In the asking of these

types of questions, an atmosphere was provided where the athletes were able to

comfortably divulge information to the interviewer.

Probing questions were asked when necessary to further explore the issues of

being a female athlete and to elaborate on significant memories, events, or experiences

that would help identify the significant factors that contributed to the participant's

sustained involvement in sport. Probing was done by asking the athlete to expand and

give more information on something they said. A copy of the interview protocol is
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included in the Appendix C.

In an effort to gather more thorough data via this process, an audio taped personal

reflection was completed after each interview.

The Transcription Process

Once each interview was completed, the researcher transcribed the tape verbatim.

"Transcription is the process of converting audiotape recordings or field notes into text

data" (Cresswell, 2002, p. 259). Although the option existed to have the audio tapes

transcribed by a professional, performing the transcription helped the researcher become

more familiar with the data and, therefore, made analysis more transparent.

There are many facets of the interview that were not recorded. Body language,

facial expressions, gestures, and long silences, for example, were observable by the

researcher but were not expressed in the transcript. In the words of Giiilich (1970), as

quoted by O'Connell and Kowal (1999) "What the ear ofthe hearer perceives is therefore

critical for our observations, not what an instrument records" (p. 111). When reading

through related literature on the transcription process, there appears to be little set or

standard format followed.

The data encoded in a transcription system need consideration. Lapadat and

Lindsay (1999) write that every researcher makes decisions on whether and what to

transcribe, as well as how to represent the data in text. Moreover, they state "that

researchers will employ selectivity in deciding what to include in a transcript" (p. 69).

Cook (1990) found that transcription can never be complete until the extent of detail

captured through data collection can be communicated through the transcription process

itself
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The interviews with the participants, once transcribed verbatim, produced 83

pages of single-spaced text. They were then read several times by the researcher to ensure

familiarity with the data gathered, that they were error free, and then to begin the data

analysis. '^ •=

Data Analysis ' - ';

Data analysis commences when the researcher codes the data. Creswell (2002)

states that the purpose ofthe coding process is to make sense out ofthe data by "dividing

it into text segments, label the segments, examine codes for overlap and redundancy, and

collapse these codes into themes" (p. 266). He also states that there are several steps that

may be followed in the coding process of qualitative research. Although there is no one

formula to be followed for coding data, some general guidelines exist to aid the ''^'

researcher through this process (Creswell, 2002). The following process has been adapted

from Creswell. " - > *'"
- ^ *

'^ '
' »^.' '^•

Researchers have a choice of whether to analyze the data by hand or to employ a

computer software program. The most appropriate method of analysis for the purposes of

this research was analysis by hand. "Hand-analysis of qualitative data means that the

researchers read the data, mark it by hand, and divide it into parts" (Creswell, 2002, p.

261). This method was preferred because a close relationship with the data was to be

maintained while keeping a hands-on-feel. As well, because a small database was to be

analyzed, keeping track of data was facilitated through this process, and there was easy

access to information.

The first step was to perform an initial read through ofthe completed transcripts.

In the analysis and interpretation of qualitative data, the researcher makes sense of their
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data by reading through it several times and conducting further analysis each time

(Patton, 2002). While doing this, the researcher was able to become reacquainted with the

data and to get a general sense ofwhat the data suggested. At this time notes in the

margins were made when ideas and thoughts came to mind.

Just prior to the commencement of the coding process, a transcript was selected

that was thought by the researcher to be the most generous in the production of codes.

This selection was based on length of transcript and clarity of answers elicited from the

athlete. Neuman (2000) states that qualitative researchers form new concepts that are

grounded in the data; thus, proceeding through the transcript, concepts could be

identified. The text segments were identified by placing brackets around them. Text

segments are phrases that all relate to a similar thought or idea (Creswell, 2002). From

the transcripts, 591 text segments were identified. A code word was then applied to

describe the meaning ofthe text segment. "Codes are labels used to describe a segment of

text" (Creswell, p. 266). A master list was created from the codes generated from the

transcript. ,
; ,. i

The master list was helpful in the coding process ofthe remaining nine transcripts

as these code words were assigned to similar text segments as they appeared. In doing so,

an a priori approach was used. According to Freeman (1998) an a priori approach can be

done by creating various categories, which in turn demonstrates the focus of the analysis.

Freeman writes that it is an a priori analysis because the categories have been ascertained

prior to the data analysis. It is important to note, however, that ifa new idea or concept

emerged, it would be added to the master list. A total of 123 code words were collected.

The next step was to complete a second read through to ensure thoroughness.
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Fr^m the master list, code words that were similar or redundant were identified.

The objective was to reduce the list of 123 codes to a smaller number. After completing

this process, 25 code words existed. From these code words, themes were developed (see

Table 1). Themes are codes that have been grouped by similarity to form a major idea

(Creswell, 2002). Creswell suggests that five to seven themes be identified by examining

codes that are largely discussed by participants and that have the most evidence to

support them. Seven themes were formed at the end ofthis stage.

To ensure validity and reliability in the coding ofthe transcripts, the researcher

worked in conjunction with the thesis committee. To stay consistent in the coding

process, and to thus decrease the likelihood of disagreement, an opportunity for review

was presented to the research committee upon completion ofthe coding process.

It was determined, however, that a deeper level of analysis could be uncovered if

this process was repeated. The initial themes and codes shall be referred to as Layer 1

(see Appendix I). With the completion of the second phase ofcoding, 136 code words

existed, and once condensed and linked by relationships and redundancy; eight themes

and 26 codes existed. This was referred to as Layer 2 (see Table 1). This entailed

regrouping the code words and creating new themes. Through this process it is believed

that the research presented in Chapter Four is more detailed and insightful.

Methodological Assumptions

This study was based upon student athletes' narratives of their experiences in

sport. It was assumed that the athletes related their answers to their experiences

throughout the duration of their university careers to date. It was also assumed that the
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List of Themes and Codes

56

Theme Codes

Blood, Sweat, and Tears Passionate Practice

Pushing My Limits

Being the pest I Can Be

Demands: Physical and Financial Physical demands

Balancing the Bank Books

Balancing all Aspects

Dedication Sport is a priority

Relationships are priorities

Academics are a priority

Life after sport

Altruism The Giving of Self

Being a Role Model

A Second Family Girl Power

Familial and Coaching Support

Emotional Support

table continues
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Table 1 Continued

List of Themes and Codes

57

Theme Codes

Every Good Deed Deserves its Reward What makes participation worthwhile

Sport as a Release

Being a Celebrity

Glory and Honour

Quitting is Sometimes an Option No Longer Benefiting from Sport

Forced to Quit

Repercussions

Cannot Quit 4<'re•^-<s<

Future Opportunity in Sport This Level Offers Advancement

Sustaining a future in sport

Sport Always a Part ofLife •'-i'> '"^
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athletes highlighted the past experiences and personal sport history that lead to their

sustained involvement in sport. Although they were able to focus on curr^t academic

and athletic achievements, they also highlighted future objectives and aspirations in terms

of participation in sport once they are no longer eligible for varsity athletic play. All of

the participating athletes were helping to document the important factors that have -^

contributed to their involvement in sport.

A relationship exists between the researcher and the rese^ch. How the researcher

conceptualizes the research process is a methodological assumption identified by

Creswell (1998). He outlines that the "qualitative researcher works inductively, such as

when he or she develops categories from the informants rather than specifying them in

advance of the research" (p. 77). In making an interpr^ation it is important for the

researcher to recognize that their own perspectives and views shape their interpretations.

It is important to acknowledge that the interpretation made of each transcript is different

from the interpretation that someone else would make. This does not mean that this

interpretation is more accurate, but that "you bring to your interpretation your own

perspective" (Creswell, 2002, pg. 258). Because codes and themes created from the

interview transcripts and throu^ the relationship developed with the research, this was

the most appropriate method.

Limitations

First and foremost, the inexperience of the researcher as a qualitative researcher

posed a limitation in the interviews and data analysis of this study. Dependence was

greater upon the consultation ofthe supervisor, committee members, field experts, and
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resources than for someone with more research experience.

The deliberate sampHng of participants is a plausible limitation to the study, as a

different group of participants might result in a different perspective on the issues. It is

important to recognise that it is necessary to choose a group of athletes who had

sufficient experience at the varsity level of athletics. Every effort was made to include

athletesfroma variety of sports at the univeraty. r '•. -

Another factor to be considered is the researchers' involvement and interest in

female participation in athletics. Characteristic of qualitative research is that the

researcher is the primary instrument for collecting and analysing data. This becomes a

limitation as the possibility exists that "mistakes are made, opportunities are missed, and

personal biases interfere. Human instruments are as falhble as any pth^ research

instrument" (Merriam, 1998, p. 20). In an effort to counter for potential bias, my

participation in the research was non-invasive during the interview process. The

questions were open-ended to counter any personal bias that might occur from interfering

with the raw data.

Ethical Considerations

To ensure the rights, privileges, and identities of all those involved in the study

were guarded, the research proposal underwent a thorough ethics review process.

Approval was received from the Brock University Ethical Review Board on October 1 6,

2002. -. r- r ., ,. ..

The participants' involvement in this study was purely on a volunteer basis, and

the participants had the right to withdraw or refuse participation at any time without
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penalty. They were at no time under any obligation to answer any question or give any

information that they considered inappropriate, offensive, or too personal.

To ensure that the anonymity of all those involved continues to be maintained, all

ofthe data remains strictly confidential. Nespor (2000) suggests that anonymity is

approaching "the status of a 'blackboxed' or 'stabilised tool' in qualitative research, one

'no longer questioned, examined, or viewed as problematic, but ... t^en for granted" (p.

546). This statement served toofiTer caution as the data cpUectipn journey began.

Each participant was given the opportunity to choose a pseudonym under which

the information would be gathered and coded. "Giving people or places pseudonyms and

strategically deleting identifying information turns them into useable examples or

illustrations ofgeneralising theoretical categories" (Nespor, 2000, p. 550). A copy of the

interview transcript was delivered to the participant for the opportunity to clarify any

data. No names used were mentioned in any ofthe final products. Only the researcher

had access to the raw data.
i

Introducing the Participants

The narrative serves to offer a briefdescription of each athlete. Just as the

rese^^cher had an opportunity to get to know each athlete personally through the

interview process, this is an opportunity for the reader to also get to know the athletes.

To generate a greater understanding of the participants, the following sections

have been included as they serve to deepen the appreciation ofhow each athlete has

successfully Journeyed to the varsity level. Explained in the following sections are the

interrelatedness of opportunities and passion.
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TheNarrative

This section comprises the athletes' recollections of their earlier experiences ia

sport, the athletes' discussions ofinfluential people, the participants' desire to pursue

higher levels ofcompetition, and the athletes' goals and aspirations once participation in

vM^ty athletics is no longer possible. The narratives detail their past, their present, and

their perceived foture. The participants' pseudonyms have been used throughout this

section. Each narrative is presented in the order in which they were interviewed.

Anne

Anne is a third year student who participates on the women's varsity basketball

team. Her athletic career began in soccer at the age of eight. She was enrolled in sport by

her parents, after being told by the family doctor that participation in sports would help

moderate and soothe her asthma.

Soon afterwards, she got involved on a community league basketball team.

Participation in this sport continued through middle and high school; however, other

sports were added to the schedule. She also competed on volleyball, badminton, and track

teams. Her focus was primarily on soccer and basketball. This love for basketball in

particular has led her to participate on the varsity team.

Anne indicated that her mother was a very influential person in her athletic career,

serving as a chauffer, fundraiser, and most often as a spectator and fan. She grinned as

she recalled her mother attending various varsity basketball games to support and cheer

for her.

Anne plans to play for the duration of her remaining years at the university. She

would like to remain a part of sports throughout her life. Anne explained that she has
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always considered coaching, refereeing, and organizing later in life. These aspects

particularly appeal to her, but when it came down to it, her priority was just to 'stay

involved'.

Sally

Sally is a student in her fifth year at Brock University and is a part ofthe varsity

women's basketball team. Her career in athletics began in soccer at the age of five.

However, this was a sport that she did not enjoy and found Softball much more

preferable. Because the private school she attended did not offer sports as extra-curricular

activities, her participation in sports was through community leagues.

In high school, Sally found herself in an environment that was conducive to

participating in sports. This was her time to immerse herself into various sports, and also

where her love of basketball developed. By the end of her first year of playing basketball,

she was named MVP for the team.

Her father is extremely influential in her athletic career as he is a constant source

of motivation and inspiration. He was also responsible for convincing Sally to try out for

the varsity basketball team.

Sally is extremely hard working, and enjoys pushing her body to the limit. She is

a dedicated Christian and wants to do her best as if doing it for God Himself Faith and

relationships in her life have been set as a main priority.

She is currently awaiting a response fi'om various Faculties of Education so that

she may pass on to others what she has learned from sports. Sally wants to be a positive

role model for those pursuing a career in athletics. Other aspirations involve coaching and

becoming a marathon runner.
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Carol

Carol is a goalie on the women's varsity soccer team and is currently in her third

year. She also participated on the varsity women's hockey team for her first two years at

Brock. Her interest in both varsity sports was very apparent as she would discuss various

aspects ofboth sports whenever possible.

Her athletic career began at the age of five, and she has played on many teams, at

various levels ofcompetition. This includes playing on boys' teams, coed leagues, and

provincial women's teams. In fact, she highlighted that she did not participate on a

women's team until she entered high school.

Carol recognizes her high school coach as the most influential person in her

soccer career. This coach gave her the confidence and motivation to pursue varsity sports;

so much in fact, that she has been able to achieve elite levels of competition in two

sports. -• ' ' •

Carol does not hide fi^om the spotlight. She enjoys attention fi^om her coaches,

teammates, professors, and peers. Although she came to the university shy and timid, it

did not take her long to prove her talents on the soccer field. Carol's competitive nature is

what drives her and motivates her to be the best she can be.

Brandy

Brandy is currently completing her third year of participation on the varsity

women's hockey team. She began playing hockey at five years old and has played on

both girls' and boys' teams throughout her athletic career. She acknowledges her Father

as the person responsible for her involvement in hockey as he is a big fan of the sport and

provides lots ofencouragement for her participation in the sport.
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She is a very competitive person and enjoys the challenge that the sport and this

level ofcompetition have to offer. Brandy explained that playing varsity sport has been

an excellent challenge.
i

Brandy has plans to achieve her Teaching Certificate and continue to play out ho-

remaining two years of eligibility. She admits that she would enjoy playing in the

National Women's Hockey League should the opportunity arise but would like to wait

and see wh^t her two remaining years hold in store for her. Coaching, however, is

definitely an endeavour that she foresees in her future.

Gwen

Gwen is a member ofthe varsity women's hockey team. She is currently in her

third year at Brock University. She has been athletically driven for the majority of her

life, beginning hockey at the age of four. She has been involved in other sports including

soccer, cross-country, track and field, volleyball, and basketball.

Although her parents influenced her participation, she particularly acknowledges

her sister as her role model. Her older sister exemplified the hard work ethic, the physical

skills, and the need for mental stability in the game.

Gwen has two more years of eligibility, after which she is focussed on

establishing a career and having a family. A smile crossed her face when she discussed

the notion of teaching and coaching her own children in the sports of their choice. She, at

this point, does not know what the future holds for her, other than to say that she will

always be involved in sports at some level and capacity.

Lynn

This participant is a physical education major and is completing her fourth year.
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She is a member ofthe varsity women's volleyball team. She has had a long and

successful athletic career. She began playing soccer at the age of five, and then proceeded

to take up skiing, swimming, and figure skating. When she entered high school,

basketball, badminton, and volleyball were her favourites.

A recruiting officer for the women's varsity volleyball team approached her in her

final year of high school, and encouraged her to come to try outs. With lots of hard work

and dedication, she made the team, and has not regretted her decision to try out.

Lynn has a real sense of accomplishment and feels it is an honour to be picked to

wear a Bropk University uniform. Every time she steps out onto the court, she has a

feeling of pride and privilege, and the desire to share with others her vision for the team.

That is what drives her to do her best everyday.

Lynn has aspirations to get her Bachelor of Education so that she may play for her

fifth year at the varsity level. Once teaching, she would like to coach as she feels this is

the best way that she can give back to the sport that she loves so much.

Sarah

Sarah is a fourth year veteran on the varsity women's volleyball team. She has

participated in sports for a very long time; as she put it 'even before [she] could walk'.

She participated in a variety of sports as a child, including figure skating, soccer, and

baseball. In high school she became involved in basketball and volleyball. In grade 1 1,

she began playing on an Ontario Volleyball Association team. This narrowed her focus

down to one sport, and eventually led her to the decision of pursuing volleyball in

university.

Sarah comes from an athletic family. Her father plays hockey while her mother
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plays baseball. Her brothers are also involved in sports^ playing varsity hockey. For

Sarah, it was not a far stretch for her to be competing in sports at an elite level. There was

a family rule that had to be obeyed; if she did not do well in school, she was not going to

play sports. This gave added motivation to be the hard worker that she is, both on and off

the court.

If Sarah is accepted into a Facuky ofEducation (she is currently awaiting a

response), she will consider playing her fifth and final year of eligibility. She is interested

in teaching and coaching various sports at the high school level and hopes to remain

actively involved in volleyball in the fiiture.

Rachel

Rachel's experiences in rowing began a long time ago, accompanying her father

on the rowing course as he coached crews of athletes. She remembers sitting in the coach

boat with her life jacket on, listening to him talking about the athletes. She is now a

varsity rower in her third year at the university and completing her Bachelor degree in

English.

Given the choice of going to an American university on scholarship, she decided

to stay in Canada on the basis of receiving a great education and attending an outstanding

rowing program at the university.

She admits that trying out for the national team is a possibility in the future. She

would like to complete her education before she seriously considers this option. She has

two career paths to which she is giving serious thought. Becoming a teacher or becoming

active in the media are options that interest her at this point. ^
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Jen

Jen is a member ofthe varsity rowing team. She appeared to be both shy and

timid at the start ofthe interview, but as she began to discuss her experiences and

memories, Jen perked up and began to show her true colours. She became far more

talkative, and even playful, in her answers. ^''- '
* • -

She began her sporting career at the age of four, playing T-ball but, as she got

older, she ventured into other sports as well. She e)q)lained that she got involved with

rowing because ofthe support from her parents and coyly admitted that her involvement

was partly because she liked the jackets that she saw the rowers wear.

Jen still has two years of eligibility remaining. She is torn between committing

herself completely to rowing and trying out for the national team, and continuing in her

academic career by going to Teachers College. She explained that trying for the national

team would mean putting any type ofa career on hold and moving out west. She is faced

with a difficult decision; however, she discussed another possibility, that of completing

her Masters degree. As her career as a varsity rower continues to progress, she will be

able to make her mind up with more clarity.

Margaret

Margaret is a student in her second year and is a member of the women's varsity

soccer team. She has participated in a variety of sports since she was five years old:

ringette, bowling, basketball, badminton, and soccer. Her participation has taken place on

a variety ofteams and at different levels of play. She has played on all boys' teams and

coed teams; on highly competitive teams, as well as house league teams.

She expressed her awe for coaches and the responsibilities of being a coach. In
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particular, there are two that helped her reach her goals. She admires a coach's ability to

remember every play, and to use each play as a teaching tool to develop a player into

something even better.

Her first priority is to continue in varsity athletics as she has three years of

eligibility remaining. With the completion of varsity athletics, she plans to play in

another competitive soccer league in her community. She also hopes to start playing

ringette again and has aspirations to begin her ov^ team. Her goal is to keep playing, no

matter what.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

The results presented in this chapter discuss the perceptions of 10 feniale varsity

athletes ofthe factors that contributed to their sustained involvement in sport.

Specifically, the resuhs are presented for the reader to gain a greater understanding of

what it took for each ofthese 10 females to participate in varsity athletics. The results of

this analysis are not a generalization of all female athletes' experiences in sport.

Understanding the Athletes

In order for each athlete to achieve varsity status, certain opportunities have been

presented to her. Opportunities that the athletes have had until the point ofcommencing

varsity sport are detailed in the second section.

In addition to their discussion of opportunities through sport, the athletes

discussed at great length their love of sport. The passion that each athlete has for her

sport and athletics is presented in the third section. This section also provides a greater

exploration ofwhy these athletes continue in their sport despite all the other demands and

priorities in their lives.

These sections are interconnected as, without passion and opportunity, the athletes

would not be participating at the varsity level. Thus Figure 1 serves to visually depict the

relevance of these sections. In essence, opportunity and passion are two elements that

comprise the female varsity athlete.
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Figure I. The interrelatedness ofopportunity and passion
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Opportunity

This section identifies the athletes' experiences in sports prior to their

commencement of varsity team sports. It highlights their early participation in sports, the

obstacles they overcame, and their efforts to create their own opportunity to continue in

sport to the level that they have achieved.

In outlining the participants' experience in athletics, all spoke of early

engagement in sport, and ofvarious levels of participation throughout their lives. Sarah's

comment seems to conceptualize the idea that sport is truly an integral part of the

athletes' lives. Sherecalh/'. .. I started actualfy, the phrase my Dad uses, before I could

walk" (Sarah).

Gwen recalls more specifically her introduction to sport. / think I wasfour when I

first startefiplaying hockey. I 've been playing hockey all the way up ever since, and now

I'm 21 (Gwen). Hockey has been a part ofher life for 17 years, and it is almost as though

the decision to participate in hockey was made for her. Through discussion with Gwen, it

was evident that her present participation on the varsity team was due to her desire and

love for th^ game.

When asked to give a chronological description of the sports they have

participate^ in throughout their lives, many participants disclosed information detailing

the various types of sports in which they have participated. In addition, they conveyed

much interest for varieties of sports, not just their varsity sports.

Gwen summed up her experience into a very brief statement. "//«/ High school I

playedpretty much anything. You name it I've done it ..." (Gwen). She recalled playing

on four different teams while in high school. This statement is indicative of the
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experience leading her to the varsity level of sport, where she is currently a third year

basketball player. - ;, ,i *-
, ,

,.,

Jen, a varsity rower, discusses some of her previous experience in sport. What is

interesting to note is how her focus on rowing in high school led her to continue into a

university environment, where she continues to row. ?•

I started outplaying T-ball and soccer I believe. And thenfrom T-ball

I moved to baseball ...I alsoplayed hockey in the winter. And then when I got

into high school, Ipretty muchjustfocused in on rowing totally (Jen).

Lynn, a fourth year varsity volleyball player, discussed her participation in

numerous sports throughout her life. She made it clear that her participation was on team

sports offered through school, but that her participation was also on elite teams. ,-, ;. ,/

When I was in grade 6, 1 startedplaying on the basketball team, for grade

6, 7, and 8 ... I was on a travelling skating team. Then once I got into high school

Iplayed basketball and volleyball and badminton. I did track. In grade 9 1played

on an Ontario Rep basketball teamfor ayear. Those sports carried through high

school. In grade 12 1 added another sport; Iplayed waterpolofor ayear as well

(Lynn). .,;,;.

Although her athletic career in volleyball did not begin until much later in life,

she has always been a participant in sports. With an added interest in athletics, pursuing

sports at a higher level of competition seems a natural progression. Once something has

become a part of life, perhaps an unconscious decision is made to continue in this path.

This would explain why so many of the athletes have continued in their sport

participation.
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Sometimes it is necessary to create a window ofopportunity. Growing up, not all

ofthe athletes were faced with ample opportunities, so it became necessary to find other

means for participation. Unlike Lynn, Sally did not have opportunities to play on teams

through a school environment. She explains; a lot ofmy sports background[were not]

during school time because I went to private school which didn 'tfocus on sports. So all

ofmy sports [were] extra curricular, outside ofthe school environment (Sally).

Lack of opportunity may have nothing to do with geography, or financial reasons.

Interest needs to be generated and recognized for teams to be available. Gwen described

her experience growing up. '
• % vt '

/j, r /^ ^
^^^^^^

. . ^ '

/ have a sister, a 3 year older sister and Iplayed with her on the teams when I

was starting, and I evenplayed with [a] 14year oldand Iwas 5. Just because the

age difference; there wasn 't enoughpeople playing in order to have smaller age

gcps on the teams (Gwen).

All ofthe athletes have been presented with opportunities of varying kinds

in order to sustain their participation in sport leading to the varsity level.

Passion '^ .
^

"... you have to have thatpassion in your heart to want toplay (Lynn). So

clearly and elegantly addressed by Lynn, this statement highlights such an important

aspect of sustaining participation in sport. This section addresses issues such as the

athletes' love and passion for the game. They explain how it has become a part of their

identity, and describe a feeling of loss without sport in their lives.

Sustaining participation in an activity without a sense ofenjoyment would be
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tedious and boring. The task would become pointless and, more than likely, it would be

discontinued. Many ofthe athletes expressed the need to love and have fun in their sport.

Lynn explained that you 've got to have the desire inyour heart, andI think it has to come

mainlyfrom within you. Ifyou don 't love it thenyou 're not going toput as much effort

and time into it. , v • •

Passion, enjoyment, and love for the sport are what the athletes conveyed as

essential elements to their own participation. Without the ability to have fun, participation

no longer seemed necessary or purposeful. Lynn further conceptualizes her perspective of

participating on the varsity volleyball team. "... Ijust love being on the court, cmd being

in the gym ... I love beingphysically active. J love volleyball ... I'm thatpassionate about

it..." (Lynn). Sally spoke ofher passion for basketball. "It's incrediblyfun because I have

to spend 2 or 3 hours ofthe day doing something I absolutely love doing ..." (Sally). A

large part ofeach day is spent practicing in the gym. As the statements ofboth athletes

suggest, looking forward to coming to practice and games encourages participation.

Moreover, it encourages the sustaining of participation.

By spending so much time and focus on athletics, it becomes more than

.

something to do everyday. Many ofthe athletes addressed how sports have become an

integral part oftheir lives and their identity. "...I'm always at soccer, always trainingfw

soccer, on my way to soccer, thinking about soccer ...my life is built aroundmy sports'^

(Carol). Participation in sports seems to be a way of life for these women. To some

degree, sport defines who they are.

Many expressed a loss of identity without sport in their life. Gwen in particular

commented on the fact that she feels as if a part of her is missing when she is not
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participating, ''...hockey ispart ofmy identity, so ifI 'm notplaying hockey then I 'm

losingpart ofmy identity. I lose apart ofmyselfand that is hard to take sometime^

(Gwen).

This issue of losing identity draws into question what will happen to these

individuals when participation at this level is no longer possible. As Sally, a veteran on

the team, described her feelings on the issue of retirement, her facial expressions and tone

ofvoice suggested that she is already trying to prepare herself for when she has

completed her time as a varsity athlete.

Think of it this ^ay, someone dies, say afamily member dies, you go through

different stages in mourning, you actually mourn that the person 's not there. The

same thing happens whenyou stopplaying a sport because sport is so important

toyou (Sally).

Many of the athletes discussed the issue ofretirement and that each athlete will

have withdrawal issues that they will need to overcome. Some will be excited to move

onto new challenges but, as it became evident through the interviews, not all ofthe

women would be going on to higher levels of competition. This further demonstrates the

athletes' passion for their sport. This passion is so deep that they feel as though their

identity will be lost without participation in sport.

5' .k;'rf/,,>iv; :'. Thematic Analysis r-cw

The results from the data analysis are presented in this section. All themes and

codes are included in this chapter. Each theme is analyzed separately, exploring each

code individually. There is a description of each theme and each code preceding the
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analysis of the results, with supporting documentation taken from the transcriptions ofthe

interviews. While many athletes disclosed information during the interview process, not

all responses have been included in this chapter. To visually depict the coded responses

ofthe athletes, a table was created. This is referred to as Tabulation ofParticipant

Responses (see Table 2). .

The themes are presented in order to generate an understanding ofwho the

athletes are, and to help the reader gain insight regarding the athletes' success. Eight

themes were identified in the coding process (see Table 1). The themes consisted of

exploring:

1. Blood, Sweat, and Tears

2. Demands: Physical and Financial ' >

3. Dedication

4. Altruism

5. A Second Family

6. Every Good Deed Deserves its Reward

7. Forced to Quit

8. Future Opportunity in Sport

Blood, Sweat, and Tears

This section describes the amount ofhard work and dedication that the athletes

have for their sport. Presented are the athletes' perspectives on the critical need for an

ethic of hard work, on the physical aspect of hard work, and on the athletes' drive to be

the best that they can be in their sport and in their lives.
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Passionate Practice

Nine ofthe 10 participants discussed the importance ofpractice and the passion

they feel while at practice. Carol highlighted her determination for her role on the team.

"I'm a bit ofa perfectionist ... I'm always willing to work harder, put in more time, Just

spend more time thinking about it andplanning and working on stuffto not let the same

mistake happen again" (Carol). It is her expectation that she will put in the necessary

work to better herself as a player. Carol's willingness to commit her time and effort to the

team is one element that makes her capable of playing at this level.

Coming to each practice and game, the athlete has the underlying expectation of

working hard and performing to the best of her ability. All ofthe participants described

the need for a strong work ethic.

Sally simply stated "... I wouldsay ifyou aren 't willing to work hardand be

dedicated to something, you will not last at the varsity level ..." (Sally).

Lynn made a similar point during her interview. "... there is always going to be

somebody who is above me in terms ofability arui skill level To see my teammates excel

really helps me to want to excelfor the team ..." (Lynn).

The desire to giv^ more effort and to work harder is due to the fact that there are

others who are dependant on that level ofwork, so that they may do their job more

effectively and succeed for the good ofthe team. ^ = i*^|s^

Sarah speaks of feedback in a generic fashion in that it contributes to her work

ethic. "Sometimes constructive criticism drives me when someone says 'oh, you can do

this better than that ' makes me want to do it better, and that makes me want to work hard

..." (Sarah). Although feedback may not always be delivered positively, criticism has a
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large impact as well.

How is it possible to put forth constant effort? Brandy offered, "Ifyou don 't want

to be atpractice but ... the rest ofyour team is reallypumped thatjust automatically gets

youpumped upfor the game ... theyjust make you strong' (Brandy).

Overall, it is determined by the individual athlete how much work is put forth and

how dedicated she is to her team. Jen clearly stated this point. "/ think ultimatelyyou 're

the one who has to decide how muchyou 're willing to do or how much you're willing to

put into training' (Jen).

Anne outlined that participation is not totally dependant on one's skill. A positive

attitude and a willingness to work hard produce results. "Ourphilosophy on our team is

that ifyou come in with the right attitude the coach can teachyou anything... I don 't

think skill level is so important as hustle and stufflike that' (Anne). There are many

individuals who are capable ofworking hard, but who possess little ability or skills.

PushingMy Limits .,v tv^-

Hard work is constantly required jfrom the athletes. The nature of sport is

physical; thus, it is necessary to work hard to maintain a position on the team.

Eight ofthe 10 athletes discussed the physical aspect of participation in great

detail. Moreover, they expressed how much they enjoy the challenge offered through

their participation in sport. "... / love moving, so this gives me a reallygood opportunity

topush my limits in thepf^sical aspect ofif" (Anne).

Gwen gives a briefexample ofwhat she does when playing. "On the ice, when

you play hockey, it's such quick bursts andyou 're using different muscles andyou can 't

even compare running on the treadmill to skatinga hard lap because it 's a different
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capacity"^ (Gwen).

Rachel provides a description ofwhat she feels while she's rowing. "//'5 hard

because you want to be executing the perfect stroke every time you row... Racing, it could

be the most excruciating thing I 've ever experienced in my entire life ... It hurtsfrom the

secondyou start" (Rachel). This statement reinforces the notion that by choosing to come

to practices, and by participating on the varsity teams, these athletes are willing to put

their bodies through challenging and difficult labour.

With the understanding that in order to participate on a varsity team one's skills ,,

must be very refined, there must also be balance for the athletes to recover and prepare ,.

for the next practice. As Sarah stated "... / wake up everyday and itfeels like I have a new

crick or a new something ..." Thus, there is a strong need for the athletes to look after ^

themselves and take care of their bodies ifthey want to continue in the sport. Sarah

discussed this issue in her interview at great length.

We practice 2 hours a day and there is expected weight training and cardio on

top ofthat soyou 're putting in almost 3 hours a day ofpure physical activity. So

ofcourse that can be very demanding ifyou are not taking care ofyour body...

(Sarah).

Lynn briefly offered her perspective ofdealing with the levels of hard work that

she must constantly put forth. ''Itphysically is demanding soyou need to be working out

constantly and taking care ofyour bodyphysically and eating weir (Lynn). She also

explained that doing all of these things also serves as a safe guard for the body. JTie more

physicallyfityou are, the lessprone you are to injury because your muscles are more

prepared (Lynn). Thus, the more physically fit they are, the better all-round athlete they
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Being the Best I Can Be

Many ofthe athletes spoke of their dedication to their sport. Their focus is being

"the best that they can be" in their sport and in all aspects of their life. Eight ofthe 10

athletes discussed their desire to uphold this mind frame through their athletic careers;

that, in order for them to achieve success, it is necessary to have high standards and

personal expectations.

In her interview, Jen outlined her drive to be the best that she could. "I'dprobably

say the drive to win ... and do the best ... ifI'm able to row the best race at that level that

makes me happy" (Jen).

This motivation to be the best may come in many different forms. Lynn expressed

her desire to be the best that she can be in terms ofphysical fitness. "To beat the

maximum goals, ability state that I can be at is definitely something that motivates me to

become a betterplayer" (Lynn). Being in the best physical shape she can allows her to

improve her game and skills which, in turn, helps the team overall. The acquisition of

new skills and improvements of skills already learned and practiced helps to increase the

chances ofplaying more effectively, winning more games, and having a better standing

in the division.

While these statements were specific to these athletes, Carol spoke ofbeing the

person responsible for making a difference for the team's benefit. "/ want to be the one

that makes the big difference and takes the team to the next level. That 's motivatingfor

me" (Carol).

Perfection is an expectation, perhaps unrealistic to obtain, but certainly one which
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the athletes strive to achieve. Rachel speaks of her participation in terms ofreaching

perfection at a higher level of sport. "/ would hopefully, one day, like logo to the next

level at the national team or something like that and because that 'sprobably the closest

to perfection I couldpossibly be" (Rachel).

Many of the participants disclosed their desire to be "all that they could be" with

no regrets when they are finished. Sarah is close to the conclusion of her athletic career as

a varsity athlete and spoke ofwhat she would like to do with her time. "/ want toplay

weIIfor the remaining 5 months that I have ... because it is my lastyear. Because I want

to say that ...I went out with a bang, I did everything that I could ..." (Sarah). This

statement encompasses more than just her want to be a top notch athlete, but to be a top-

notch person.

... you don 7 know what is going to happen tomorrow or in 5 mirmtes soyou have

to live to the best thatyou can andyou have to do as much asyou can andyou

have to work hard (Sarah).

Similarly, Sally spoke on this issue ofbeing the perfect person.

... you should do everythingyou can do to the best ofyour ability as ifyou 're

doing itfor God himself . . . That is what motivates me each day . . . you only get

one chance to live life soyou might as wellgo all out and see where that takes

you (Sally). .,,

Overall, the main idea in this section is that the athletes want to be the very best

person that they can be, both on and offthe court or field. Whether they are doing it for

God, their parents, their team, or themselves, the notion of having to work hard has been

identified. This hard work ethic is partially what has helped them to achieve success at
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this level and throughout their lives.

Demands: Physical and Financial «

A spectator who comes to watch the games in the school gymnasium sees many

women who are in excellent shape playing and competing at a high level of sport. Whpt

often fails to be recognized is what happens offthe court. The demands that are placed on

the athletes are discussed in this section. More specifically, this theme explores the

physical demands and financial demands placed on the athletes, and how they manage to

balance them all.

Physical Demands *

The heavy demand to attend practice in addition to games and homework was

discussed during the interviews. Commitment to training is critical; much time is spent

practicing and refining skills. Eight ofthe 10 participants discussed this aspect of

participation on a varsity team. With a big breath. Brandy talked about her hockey

training schedule.

Monday mornings we have trainings where we usually run, bike ...

Tuesday we have a skating treadmill which is new to Brock thisyear, plus

practice ... Wecbiesday ispractice and Thursday is treadmill andpractice again

and then Fridays and Saturdays are game days and the odd Sunday too (Brandy).

Rachel talks about her training schedule.

We get up at 5:30 every morning, go dawn to the rowing course down in lower St.

Catharine 's, and the workouts rangefrom a technical workout, strength training,

endurance ... There 's also the second workout whichyou usually do onyour own
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(Rachel).
-' '

i-i^-' -'s^';;^..^-='- ---h ^'-^..

Not all teams are required to commit to two workouts per day, but recognizing

that there are teams and athletes^who attend more than one practice a day not only

demonstrates their level of dedication to the team, but also the physical demands placed

upon them.

It was acknowledged that a certain degree of natural ability and skill is an asset to

participating at this elite level of sport. "...50/nc ofus are builtfor it and others are not so

you need to have thephysical make-up toplay varsity sportf (Sally). Sally fits the ideal

vision ofwhat a basketball player is expected to look like; she is slender, and tall, and it

is no stretch ofthe imagination to vision her striding up and down the court to make a

basket.

Gwen further delineates that having a competitive spirit is essential to

participating, even at the varsity level. "/ thinkyou almost have to play a high level

intensity, competitive sport in order to be on a varsity team ... ifyou don 't have the

competitive edge ... / don 't thinkyou dcome even close to making the varsity team"

(Gwen).

Gwen also shared her experiences in trying to juggle between the physical

demands placed upon her and the academic demands placed upon her as a student.

Your body goes through different levels ofexhaustion ... You go though a lot of

injuriesjust because you 're over-tiredfrom writing an essay at night and then

you 've got to step on the ice andyour body isjust not used to 5 hours ofsleep and

to be able toproduce at the varsity level (Gwen).

It becomes apparent that there are a great number of denuuids placed on each
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athlete, demands that each athlete must meet in order to sustain their participation at this

level of sport.

Bidancing the Bank Books

Attending university is a costly venture. In addition to the cost of tuition, there is

the purchase ofbooks and school supplies, and for those away from home, the added

expenditures of residence or housing, food, and transportation. Varsity athletes have the

same expenses as any other student attending university; however, sometimes they must

also pay additional expenses for their participation in sport. Therefore, there are also

financial demands placed upon the athletes. Eight of the 10 participants discussed this

particular demand.
"

' / •

Sally, very matter-of-factly, commented on the fact that money is an asset when

playing varsity sport as it becomes very expensive to participate.

Economically it 's tight with varsity sports because although the school subsidizes

some ofyour meals, it 's out ofyourpocket most ofit ... you don V have topayfor

your room oryourplane ticket but whileyou 're there you do lots ofstuffand so

you need a bit ofmoney (Sally).

As Sally discussed this aspect of her participation, she calmly alluded to the fact

that this was just another part of playing varsity sport. Lynn described more details ofthe

financial demands that she feels is a part of sport participation.

... most ofour stuff isfunded because ofthe budget in the athleticfund but not

everything is. Tournaments we go to, there isn 't enough mmteyfor us to go andso

it costs a lot ofmoney to begin with and so does the equipment (Lynn).

Although the athletes are making a conscious decision to pay their expenses out
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oftheir own pockets, ifthey chose not to do so, their participation would no longer be

possible as the athletic budget covers only certain costs. Although it seems that the

athletes are doing the university a service by competing for them and representing their

school at various events, they are required to do so in order to continue playing on their

team.

Jen, who appeared to look very proud of this fact, acknowledged that, although

some varsity programs are extremely expensive to be a part of, she feels differently about

rowing. "The Brockprogram is actually a really greatprogram because there is outside

funding ... Ourprogram is largely subsidized IfIwas at any other university in Canada

Iprobably wouldn 't be able to row with the added expense" (Jen).

Jen noted that the school absorbs some ofthe cost through a subsidy, but during

the interview she also discussed how the rowing team holds fundraisers to help pay for

the program. Through Learn to Row programs the athletes can get involved in helping

children learn this sport and by other means, such as car washes, the athletes take direct i

part in raising money to lower the costs of participation.

It is understood that the fmancial demands on the athletes are great, but this is not

to suggest that the school and athletic fund does not offer any support. Sarah explained

her point ofview. '^Volleyball speaking, I've beenprettyfortunate because the school has

covered a lot ofour expenses ...we don 't have topayfor accommodations when we are

traveling or even uniforms that we wear" (Sarah).

It is still necessary, however, to receive support from other sources in order to

continue participation. "... myparentspay my tuition andIget scholarshipsfrom Brock

and actually, halfofit ispaidfrom Brock orfrom bursaries that I get" (Anne).
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In addition to receiving money from the school from various awards, there are

other ways in which to reduce the cost afforded by the athletes. "/ live at home so that

helps with the costs ... the only real cost is schoor (Margaret). Margaret does not have to

pay the cost ofresidence or other living arrangements which she acknowledged to be

partly why she is able to continue playing varsity sports.

Other athletes discussed having a part-time job to help pay for all of their

expenditures and necessities. "... since Iplay varsity basketball, that means that I can't

have afull- timejob or apart-timejob ... financially I needmyparents backing me ifI'm

going toplay varsity sport^' (Sally). Because Sally cannot maintain a job in addition to

her school and team schedule, she relies more heavily on external sources such as her

parents and the school itself

Not all ofthe athletes had this perspective. ""IfI wasn 't ' working I don 't think I

could be doing either ... the school takes care ofsome ofthat stuffbut we also have to

payfor some of it too and then I have topayfor school' (Rachel). Unlike Sally, Rachel is

reliant upon her job to provide her with the money needed to continue participation on

the varsity team. It was unclear if Rachel had any additional forms of financial support

other than her job.

Brandy made it clear that nothing financial would stop her from participating on

the varsity hockey team. "/ 'IIpay back the debt when I 'm done and I won 7 regret what

I've done" (Brandy). Her priorities are certainly established in this statement, but what

she did not make clear was how she received the needed money to {participate. It was not

discussed if she received money via bursaries, through the athletic fund, or from family.

However, it is clear that in order to participate she will be going into debt and that she is
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prepared to meet this demand. i ' .

-
r: i / ' -

Balancing Alt Aspects

The demands placed on each athlete are not limited to those on the playing field.

Each athlete must balance all ofthese aspects. There are practices to attend, games to

play, marks to achieve, and there are people and friends to see. What is examined in this

section is how the athletes interviewed manage to balance and juggle all ofthese aspects

in their lives. Eight ofthe 10 athletes commented on how to balance it all.

It was explained in the interview what it means to be able to achieve success on

all ofthese levels. Jen identified what it meant to her.

It shows thaiyou 'refairly well organized because you 're able to devote a lot of

time to rowing but still at the varsity levelfocus enough time on your school work

toendupgettingyour degree in the end (Jen).

What these athletes are accomplishing during their time at university should be

acknowledged. Credit should be given for their success. They are managing to compete at

a high level of sport; in addition, they are completing a degree.

It is necessary to create and maintain a steady schedule to facilitate the success of

these various demands. You have to schedule yourselfaround school andaround work,

and around rowing so all those things are keeping me on a specific schedule (Rachel).

Similarly Brandy stated that "... you have to have really good time management

skills. You have to set outyour weeklyplan and know whatyou have to do". According to

these athletes, by adhering to a strict schedule and regimen it is possible to balance both

worlds.

When Brandy came for her interview she had just come fi^om her last class of the
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day and was flushed and anxious. She would be going to practice upon the completion of

the interview session. Later in the interview she alluded to the fact that going to practice

is sometimes the longest part ofher day. "// usually takes aboutfour hours out ofyour

day to go practice" (Brandy). She gave no indication that this was a dreaded task, but that

it weighed heavily on her schedule.

She discussed the issue ofthe added time expenditure ofaway games. "... we left

in the morning andour game wasn 't until 7 at night, then we played the next game at 2

and then got back here at 10" (Brandy). Although the game itselfwas not until the

evening, the whole day was dedicated to it.

There is so much that is undetected, such as practicing and travel time. Lynn

summarizes this concept clearly. "... it 's a misconception that a game is only 2 hours but

you have to get there soyou need 4 hours travel time, 2 there, 2 back, plus the game

which can go anywherefrom 2-3 hours sometimes."

As participation is very time-consuming, academics are liable to suffer as the

athletes are not spending a great deal oftime studying.

... sometimesyour academics might struggle a little bit soyou have toput things

offwhereas maybe you wouldn 't want toput offan essay until 2 days before, but

you have to because you 're travelling on a road trip or something like that v'*^

(Anne).

Gwen also agreed with Anne and further clarified this discussion point. Although

it is stated that delaying school because of varsity athletics is not a desired option, it is a

necessity. "... it 's really hard, say whenyou have cm essay due, a huge essay or exam

thatyou have togo to hockey; it takes awayfrom study time" (Gwen). Gwen explained
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how the athletes can try to circumvent this issue. "JFc know ahead ourpractice schedule

so we try not to switch classes or try not to schedule classes in the practice time so in that

sense you can avoid haying to miss classes or hockey (Gwen).

Sally suggested the notion that academics may affect the level of participation the

athletes m»y sustain.

/ would say it 's easier toplay varsity sports ifyou are doing okay academically.

It 's a challenge ifyou struggle with school because thenyou ^e trying to spenda

lot oftime holding upyour marks and thenyou don 't have time to go to the gym

... (Sally).

This statement is the reverse ofwhat many ofthe other athletes stated in their

interviews. What was highlighted from the interviews, however, was that the athletes

must all maintain a certain average to be considered eligible. Gwen explained this rule.

"... you have to maintain an academic average of65 in three classes ... A lot ofpeople

fail out and are on academic probation and can 't continue with hockey"^ (Gwen).

As so many different aspects have been discussed in this section, the question of

how to offset these aspects remains. It was identified by many of the athletes that

developing their time management skills helped to decrease their overall stress levels. "...

time management that has helpedme get to where Iam today and to be involved in sport

because it keeps me very stressfree"^ (Sarah). It may not be as simple for all athletes as

for Sarah. Time management is a difficult skill to develop for many people, but with so

many demands to meet, time management is certainly a skill that may help to sustain

participation.

Many identified that it was a struggle to all of a sudden be a little fish in a big
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pond, as they were coming from an environment \^ere they were the big fish. Gwen

clearly explains this concept. "... / think the transitionfrom high school to university was

huge and ifyou were able to adapt withyour school workyou would be able toplay

hockeys (Gwen). The idea that one must be flexible and adapt to certain situations is

presented once again. She fiirther clarified her statement as she began to discuss her own

experience. • ^

Whenyou come to a team whenyou 're playing with 23 year olds andyou 're 18 ...

you 'reput down to a different status than them and it 's known on the team that

veterans are higher status ... It's hard to come in there and be the bottom ofthe

fish bowl ... (Gv/en). ;•,,'-- -'aa^:^^?;- ^ . . v.

Despite all ofthese demands, all ofthe interviewed athletes have been able to

adapt and participate at the varsity level of sport. u; 4 - > , > i"

Dedication -. v; ,

The idea presented in this section is that if it is worth doing, it is worth doing

well. Ideally, athletes have a focus and make this focus a priority in life. All athletes have

made decisions in their lives that have led them to where they are today.

Sport Is a Priority r

Six ofthe athletes discussed the importance of making and keeping sport a

priority in their lives; moreover, it was critical to maintain sport as a priority in order to

sustain their participation on a varsity team.
*"^

Lynn clearly stated in her interview that "... you have to be dedicated ... Ifyou 're

not dedicated toyour sportyou might as wellpack up and leave ..." (Lynn). It can be
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inferred then that, in order for participation to be considered a possibility, sport must be

made a number one priority.

Carol and Sally spoke ofworking at a job in order to facilitate their participation

in sport, as it can at times become very costly. However, it became evident that, although

a working schedule was maintained, it was secondary to their team commitments.

/ work but that 's very accommodating too. I work, I set my hours up aroundmy

soccer schedule so I guess maybe that would be something, just being, having a

job that accommodates what I needand being able to set up school around what I

need (Sally).

Few ofthe athletes disclosed plans to continue their academics and schooling in

order to play varsity sport. Margaret highlighted her desire to stay in school to continue

her participation for as long as the team and school would allow. Unfortunately for her, 5

years is the maximum that she may be a part of the varsity soccer team and she appeared

extremely depressed as she discussed this element of participation on varsity team sports.

Brandy and Lynn both explained that they wanted to play their full 5 years of

eligibility. When exploring their options, they realized that they could apply for Faculties

ofEducation with the completion of their undergraduate degrees. "... I'm really hoping to

make Teachers College so ifthere 's an opportunity toplay in Teachers College I will

because I 'm counting the 5 year eligibilityyou get in Brock and then continue on in

playing' (Lynn).

At times, although difficult, it is necessary to make social sacrifices in order to

maintain sport as a priority. Anne highlighted the fact that this aspect was difficult. "...

we had 6 am practice today, couldn 'tgo out last night ... / think the socialpart is the
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biggest sacrifice" (Anne). i h ; vr:

Despite the difficulties in making these sacrifices, the athletes continue to do so,

therefore re-emphasizing their commitment to sport.

Relationships Are Priorities

While six ofthe athletes commented that sport was their priority, three ofthe

athletes discussed the need to maintain important relationships and keep them as a

priority. This reinforces the notion that these women, although athletes, have much more

in their lives. As Sally explained, it is very easy to mix up priorities. >

... / realized that my priorities in life were a little bit off. I realized that I hadput

sport as the most important thing in my life andI had lessened time I could have

put towards some relationships in my life that needed a bit more time or myfaith

(Sally). ,:;'.,.;
^ ..-,-. '^

-^ ---•-... .^

Nearing the end of her career as a varsity basketball player, Sally has had an

advantage over many ofthe other participants in that she has a vision ofthe larger

picture. Other athletes want the comfort ofknowing that they are a team member and

that, by making sport a priority in their life, they may continue to sustain their

participation.

Academ^ics Are a Priority ^^^

While some ofthe athletes stated that they are attending university to play at the

varsity level, six ofthe athletes discussed the fact that they are at university to receive a

degree and that sports are secondary, or sometimes tertiary, in their lives. Rachel clearly

states her perspective, "... my number ortepri<^ity is that I have an education that I 'm

getting ... I have three priorities; it goes school, rawing, then wort^\ She demonstrates
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that it is possible to maintain, and do well, in all ofthese aspects.

Sarah has a vision similar to that ofRachel's. "/
'/» herefirst to go to school and

I'm here second toplay volleybalF' (Sarah). Rules enforced by her parents while growing

up remain with her as she continues on her own at university. "... ifyou didn 't do well in

school thenyou 're not going toplay sports ... Myparents were pretty strict on that..."

(Sarah). Sarah applies this rule to her present day study. By performing well

academically, participation on the varsity team is facilitated.

Margaret offers a different point ofview. Although she stated that school is also

her number one priority, she related her prioritizing to financial gain, thus making

participation possible. "/ have scholarships that help me, academic scholarships, which is

another reason that my academics are so important to me because I have 80% average

goal set..." (Margaret). Her underlying motivation to do well academically is the

fmancial scholarship that she will receive upon meeting the 80% requirement. From this

statement it cannot be inferred that the money received counts towards her athletic

participation, as this money may contribute to tuition fees and other costs of attending

university.

Life After Sport

Three of the participants acknowledged that their participation in sport was

temporary as they had other priorities to maintain. Rachel painted a very realistic picture

when discussing her future in sport. In order to make sport a priority to try out for a

higher level of competition, many other aspects of her life would need to be sacrificed.

National team is a possibility but ... Ifl was to do that then I would have toput

my school on the back burner and myjob, arty kindofcareer would have to be put
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aside/or me to try tofocus (Rachel). ' .^ , ;•

While Rachel's facial expressions revealed nothing, this statement suggests that

while Rachel is presently making an unyielding commitment to her varsity team, she is

not willing to make the necessary sacrifices in order to pursue higher levels of

competition as she feels they are too great and that other aspects of life will be more

important.

Overall, it comes down to the fact that there is more to life than sports. "... / know

hockey is not going to be my entire life and after this there is a possibility that I 'm never

going to play again" (Gwen). Perhaps she feels that her time will have been served with

the termination of varsity sport, and it will be time to catch-up on the various aspects that

she has sacrificed to sustain her participation in sport.

Gwen focuses on her future priorities. She acknowledges that she wants more out

of life than to be a successful hockey player. "/ mean that I do want marriage. J don 't

want to be 35 andplaying hockey and not having afamily; I mean not having children

and a husband' (Gwen). Although hockey is a priority in her life, it is understood that it

is only under present conditions. These conditions are that she is attending a university

while participating as a varsity athlete. This part of her life will cease upon completion of

her degree, or afler 5 years of eligibility. The question of 'What happens next?' remains

to be seen.

Altruism

This theme details the athletes' selfless nature and devotion to others. These are

the expectations that the participants have sustained to be successful at this level of sport.
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These expectations that the athletes have put on themselves are not limited to the sporting

arena, but include all aspects of their lives.

The Giving ofSelf «

A feeling that the athletes were a part of something larger than themselves was

discussed during the interviews by four participants. Moreover, their participation in

sports was a contribution. "... it makes mefeel like I'm (hing something that is important.

I'm contributing something to the sporf Q^cheX). ^ *

This perspective is interesting as it is the participants who must work hard and

devote their time and bodies to be able to participate in the sport and on the varsity team.

It was evident that the athletes felt the desire to give back to the sport what they

feel the sport has given to them. "... / really would love to coach ...be able to give back

to the sport what it has given to me in terms ofmy skills. I could teach that to ayounger

generation coming in" (Lynn). While Lynn would like to give back to the sport by means

of coaching, Sarah spoke of a similar desire, but through teaching. "I want to take

everything that I have learned here and with volleyball I want to take it andplant it into

girls, girls the age I was when I started^ (Sarah). -<.

Both of these participants have applied to the Faculty of Education which, upon

completion, will provide them with an opportunity to fulfill their wishes ofgiving back to

the sport and allowing a future generation to learn and benefit what they have. ''What my

future is teaching otherpeople history andphys ed but also teaching otherpe<^le how to

play the sport ... / want to be that positive role model that someone else was to me, that 's

myfuture" (Sarah).

This statement is profound as it encompasses much more than wanting to renuun
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active within a sport and wanting to give something back to the sport. Sarah makes it

obvious that she had a positive role model, someone whom she respected and could

emulate. She identifies where it is she would like her career to take her, and it is above

and beyond the notion ofjust wanting to teach and coach.

Expectations are sometimes put on one to make others happy, as Sarah discussed

in her interview. Throughout the interview she alluded many times to the fact that it was

because of her parents that her participation in sport was initiated, therefore, the

expectation was that she would continue in it. "/ think thai is what keeps me going today

is that they are reallyproud ofme artd[myfamily] are reallyproud ofwhat I have

accomplished' (Sarah). Sarah did clarify, however, that if she had not truly enjoyed the

sport, her participation would not have continued this long.

Being a Role Model

Five ofthe athletes discussed that of being a role model and a source of support

for other members ofthe team.

... to hopefully set an excanpleforyounger players coming in ... you know that

you 've got someone who is looking up toyou is going to make you work harder

becauseyou 're not going to want to let down a teammate orfail them as a leader

... (Lynn).

Serving as a role model to younger players further demonstrates love for

teammates, the game itself, and commitment to the sport.

- '). if'-' '

A Second Family

This section is the largest in the findings of the research. The issue of socializing
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through sport, the forming of significant relationships through sport was discussed at

great length by the participants of this study. This section is not limited to athletic

relationships, as it also includes personal relationships of the athletes. More specifically,

these people have been of particular influence on the athletes and have helped them to

achieve their current level of success as people and as athletes. The final aspects detailed

in this section are the emotional relationships generated through sports and what was

needed to help the athletes continue in their athletic journeys.

Girl Power

All ofthe participants described the importance of their teammates and ofthe

value of having close and personal relationships with the team, and what they feel this

closeness can accomplish. The term Girl Power summarizes the strength that the athletes

have in each other. Moreover, it symbolizes the challenges and obstacles that these

women are working together to overcome. You 're with a group ofgirls who are striving

for the same thing and it 'sjustyou 're together, winning a war (Anne).

Sally related her teammates to being a part of her family. "... You 'report of

something bigger than yourself ... you 're with people all the time and these people

become almostyourfamily awayfrom home"' (Sally). Having a family away fi-om home

brings a sense of comfort and ease to the team atmosphere.

Lynn specifically described her teammates as being members ofher family. "/

love the team environment ... youjust get to know your teammates so well ...It almost

seems likeyou have 12 sisters, it 's so great" (Lynn).

To expand on this notion of family members on the team, Sally considered the

familial role ofthe coach. ""[My coach] definitely cared about the student and the
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athlete... she was like myMom awayfrom home"^ (Sally). One aspect of university life is

living away from home, often for the first time, and thus without parents. Jen explained

why having a coach who is like a mother figure is so important. "... you always knew you

can go toyour coach with anyproblems or issues thatyou have at schoor (Jen). This

reinforces the role of relationships amongst the athletes on the team and simultaneously

contributes to building solid relationships on the team.

Brandy explained how the interdependence ofteammates may also affect

performance. "Ifyou 're not well liked onyour team, thenyou 're not going to want to be

there, you 're not going to want toplay andyourperformance will be poor" (Brandy).

Many ofthe athletes described the relationship that they had with their

teammates. "... my teammates became my bestfriends. They were the people I went to

war with every day ..." (Sally).

Brandy had a similar point ofview. "We 're bestfriends with 23 otherpeople and

you know they're thereforyou and I'm therefor them" (Brandy).

Jen identified the need for trust in a team environment. "Coming together as a

group, getting along with eight other people, eight different personalities, having

different expectationsput onyou ... you have to trust the otherpeople you 're training

with" (Jen).

This statement introduces a new idea. Teammates become best friends, and thus

create a dependency on one another. Being dependant on each other applies on and off

the field of play. Sarah briefly highlighted this aspect ofteam play. "... / like whenpeople

are deperuhnt upon me and that I can help them. And I like knowing that there are

people that I can depend on ..." (Sarah). She furthermore expressed her love of having
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her friends on the team and the security she feels knowing that she can depend on them.

"... / love the whole idea ofbeing on a team and having, knowing that immediately I have

12 girlfriends that I couldgo to and without question they would do anythingfor me"

(Sarah).

The importance ofbeing validated is another aspect which she spoke of during

her interview. "/ think I do need validation, I 'man individual that needs to know that I 'm

wanted notjust being on the team but I need to be toldmy role" (Gwen).

She, furthermore, detailed that validation is a crucial element needed for her to

continue her participation on the varsity hockey team. "/ think I 'm very [superficial] and

ifI'm not playing Idon 'tfeel validated as aplayer and 1 don 't see my role on the team ...

I need the actual on-ice experiences tofeel validated^ (Gwen).

Lynn identified her preference for team sports.

/ definitelyprefer team sports to individual sports because you have, you grow

from each other. You growfrom the experierwesyou have with each other and

you can get built up by each other andyou help build otherpeople ... (Lynn).

Being able to feed off each others' energy is only possible when you are close

enough to feel the energy from a close group. Lynn clarified her statement further. In

individual sport it is onlyyou thatyou have to depend on but in team sports it 's notjust

you alone, there 's 13 people and everybodyfeeds offofeach other (Lyxm).

Carol agreed with Lynn in her preference for team sports. "... the whole team

aspect is one ofthe things that cb-aws me to hockey and soccer ... working together and

being able to deal with different personalities, ofbeing able to get everybody on the same

page" (Carol).
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Moreover, Sarah identified that it is a feeling oftogethemess-that continues to

draw her to practice. "... / want to play because I love the sport andI love the girls andI

love the atfnosphere that is created when all 14 ofus enter the gym and we 're together

and we 're laughing, andjoking' (Sarah).

More specifically, it is the atmosphere that is created by all ofthese female

athletes coming together and working hard together to achieve the same goal. The

concept of synergy is introduced.

Brandy went into greato: detail ofhow teammates can bring each other up

through a game.

... / might get down and then the rest ofthe teammates are there topickyou back

up. Thenyoujust seem to play better once theypickyou up and then I 'II try to

pick someone up ifthey get down (Brandy).

Gwen oflFered further support of this notion. "... you 're always lowered once or

twice a game ... that 's whereyour teammates come in. It 's amazing the support system

that they can generate; it bringsyou right back up" (Gwen).

The athletes introduced the need for support in a team environment. This support

is generated through teammates, and therefore, the better the relationship one has with

one's teammates, the better the support generated.

As the need to have trust and a solid relationship with fellow teammates has been

identified, this statement demonstrates how it is possible to develop these relationships

and how they may continue to grow. This philosophy may be carried on each year, and

continue to sustain meaningful, family-like relationships and the participation of all of its

team members.
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Familiai and Coaching Support ^ ^^^to

This section identifies the personal relationships that assist and support the

athletes in dealing with the demands and expectations ofbeing a varsity athlete. These

relationships are significant relationships with people who have helped along the way,

have offered support, or have been ofgreat influence on the participants. All ofthe 10

participants discussed this aspect during their intaview session.

Sarah introduced this concept of having a solid safety net and support system.

... I have createda very goodsupport systemfor myselfknowing that when Igo to

volleyballand that, I'm there and when I come home I have all kinds ofpeople

that ifI needed help that I know they would be there to help me (Sarah).

Most ofthe athletes, like Sarah, identified significant people who were influential

in their lives, and who helped them to sustain their participation and overcome any

obstacles. Many ofthe athletes highlighted the fact that if it were not for the influence of

their parents, they would not be where they are today. Gwen stated ''Ifthey don 'tpush

you at the beginning to even try anything I don 7 think I would be here todayplaying

hockey ..." (G-wen).

It was suggested by a few ofthe athletes that the involvement of family members

in sport was motivating, and played a critical role in promoting involvement in sports

when they were growing up. Rachel explained that her father was an elite rower,

representing Canada in many races and events. "Myfather ... began rowing in myfamily

... what he did within the sport completely motivates me todoit ... but I think the way he

carried himselfwithin the sport made me want to do it (Rachel). She described some of

her memories ofgrowing up in great detail, explaining how it was that rowing became so
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important to her in her own life and how time and bonding with her father was so

inspiring. - : !,.,

Parental involvement was not limited to parents with a strong background in

sports. Sally discussed this issue. '
, ^ . : : —

\fy Dad lived vicariously through me. He always wanteda little boy who dida

whole hunch ofsporisandmy brother wasn 't really interested in sports so my

Dad took all that energy andfocussed it inonme ... I was my Dad's little project

and it worked out well/or both ofus {Sally). :; ^ di"* *
: u

Some ofthe participants highlighted the contributions that their parents made to

their participation in sport. Anne spoke on this aspect of parental involvement, "...my

mom drove me to practices, she askedme about games ... She didfundraising, she was

always there" (Aiime). ^_. ,,.;„• -, ..^ .
• - :,'„ <-^,frk::-t^- fitv,::- >^•; V^^ cv-j^-.?

Lynn spoke of similar support from her mother. "... my mom ... gave me the

opportunity to play the sports that I wanted to ... She always took me to practice ... She

was always encouraging andjust really really supportive ... she was always there to back

me up emotionally" (Lynn). :-; : n.

Lynn clearly states that her sustained participation in sports was due to parental

support and encouragement. According to the athletes, parents have served as ,

chauffeurs, fundraisers, and supports.

Carol further detailed this notion of parents making participation possible.

[Myparents] know how important soccer and sports in general are to me so they

don't expect me to be home all the time or J don't really have a lot of

responsibilities at home because I 'm always here doing what J do
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(Carol).
...,;,-'"-- - y.^-h ^ h-^,y,- -.-^f -^^-.i^i..-

These familial role models are not limited to parents. Gwen told stories about her

sister and herself participating on the same hockey team when growing up. When asked

about influential people in her life she explained. "/ would say my older sister ... because

she played and she enjoyed it, I always strived to be like her" (GKven).

Coaches play significant roles in the lives of athletes. Although outside ofthe

family unit, they can have as much influence, if not more, as parents. Sally told stories of

her high school coach influencing her decision to pursue higher levels of sport. If not for

this person, it is questionable whether Sally would be playing varsity basketball.

In grade 10 my basketball coach took me aside and said ... you couldplay

university basketball butyour marks are reallypoor soyou not only have to

improve your skill butyou have to improveyour marks. Because ofhim and that

one comment my marks sky-rocketed and I hada goal in mind . . (Sally).

Carol related a similar story to Sally's. Her coach gave the needed confidence

boost to try out for the varsity team. "... my coach convincedme that I couldprove

myself, or kick anybody out oftheir sport, take over'^ (Carol).

Not only can coaches provide influence verbally, but they are also responsible for

teaching the necessary skills to be an effective player. Margaret, a varsity soccer player,

describes one of her coaches, and how he helped her to climb the ladder of athletics. "...

[He] would stay afterpractices with me and shoot the ball around with me. He would

show me tricks and help me to get onto a competitive team once I left him" (Margaret).

Opportunities arrive, sometimes without any notice. Lynn describes her good

fortune to have been recruited to try out for the varsity volleyball team.
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/wasfortunate enough to have my coach come to my high school andwatch me

play andgave me the opportunity to come to tryouts. I was given the

opportunity to know when and where the tryouts were going to take place. I could

prepare myselffor that (Lynn). ,

With this advance knowledge she was able to prepare herself appropriately. It is

questionable that she would have been aware ofwhen and where tryouts were taking

place for the varsity team. Thus, by extension, it is questionable whether or not she would

be participating at this level.

Parents, siblings, and coaches have been identified as significantly impacting the

lives ofthese participants. Teachers were also highlighted as a source of support. Lynn

found many of her teachers to be influential to her. ''Probably I would sc^ a lot ofmy

teachers were influences . . . they were always so encouraging aruiI guess they saw

potential, they saw an ability ..." (Lynn).

Sarah also discussed the positive impact that teachers had in her life, and she

further detailed that teachers recognized the demands ofbeing a varsity athlete.

...my teachers know who I amJust by playing sports ... ifI need to cpproach

them on an issue or something Ifind that they are very open . . . and ifyou need to

handsomething in early or ifyou need to hand something in late, or ifyou 're not

going to be in class, I think they are a lot more willing (Sarah).

There is an understanding between athletes and some teachers. With certain

accommodations being made, this support allows participation to continue with slightly

more ease. In the least, it may decrease some of the stress the athletes may feel about

their school work or trying to maintain a certain degree of time management.
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Emotional Support

There is a strong need to feel encouraged and validated to maintain participation.

Six ofthe athletes highlighted its significance. Rachel expanded this concept to include

an encouraging environment. "A positive environment. I think, to encourage me but to

also test me at the same time " (Rachel).

She specified that this environment should be challenging, but that the need for

encouragement is still very much required.

Lynn discusses the thought of being encouraged by her teanmiates and the impact

that it has. ''Havingyour teammates constantly encouragingyou andyou encouraging

them, youfeel each other ... There 's a sense ofunity whenyou 're walking through the

halls andyou see each other onyour way ..." (Lynn).

Gwen expands on this idea. ''But when you have 22 individuals backingyou, three

coaches, yourfamily, andfriends it 's a greatfeeling thatyou 'report ofsuch an intricate

program" (Gwen). Gwen refers to being encouraged as a greatfeeling which lends itself

to a feeling of belonging on the team.

Negative feedback can also have significant impact. Sally described one

experience that she had. "... when myDadgave me such negativefeedback, that hada

huge impact on me and I'll neverforget that day because I knew that I never wanted to

disappoint my Dad that much ever again" (Sally).

It becomes obvious that encouragement, validation, and feedback have a large

impact on the athletes' participation.
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Every Good Deed Deserves its Reward ? «*/;) ut* ^•

Intellectually, this section is about what makes it worthwhile for the athletes to

challenge their bodies, minds, and time to participate in a sport that is so demanding of

them. There needs to be a form of incentive to make the athletes' efforts worthwhile. The

rewards ofbeing a varsity athlete are great to these women. Outlined in this section are

the benefits that the athletes receive in terms of life skills, emotional outlets, celebrity

status, and honour.

What Makes Participation Worthwhile

In the interviews, 4 of the athletes discussed their perceptions ofwhat sport

provides them. They believed that these elements are what make participation on the

varsity team worthwhile.

Lynn explained that she feels that what she gets from the sport is a result ofwhat

she puts into it.

// is almost like a relationship, you and the sport, like a relationshipyou would

have with afriendship. You 've got topush, you 've got toputyour all into it to see

the results, for the sport to ^ve hack to you in terms ofyou improving (Lynn).

This statement demonstrates Lynn's view ofthe kind of rewards she is receiving.

She does not feel that she is receiving anything that is not warranted and deserved. She

understands that, in order for her to improve as a player, she must put in the time and the

effort to see the desired results.

Sally explains the fact that participating on the varsity team has opened her to a

variety ofnew experiences, including travel opportunities. ''Another part ofvarsity ^x)rts

isyou get to travel all around the world ... it's a dream come true to be able to see
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differentplaces, experience different cultures while I'm bouncing a ball, pretty awesome"

(Sally).

Many ofthe athletes identified that through their sport participation they are

learning skills that can apply to real life situations. Sally highlighted that sport teaches

life skills that you can apply to everyday life. "Sport is aperfect opportunity to learn how

to deal with conflict in aproper way, because you can apply that later on in life" (Sally).

Sally did not specify what type of conflict she has deak with on her team, but she

obviously has found conflict management to be an important and useful skill to learn and

develop.
; . . ,. .,

Gwen discussed the notion of having to adapt to various situations in life. "You

have to adapt to certain situations both physically, mentally, socially, everything within

the constraints ofvarsity sports ..." (Gwen). It is interesting to note that she encompassed

the physical, mental, and social realms. These elements, although they significantly

differ, are all related in sport participation. Being physically adaptable in life may refer to

her having a vigorous practice schedule where she is up early and out late. Her body must

adapt to meet the demands ofthe sport and school. Mental adaptability may refer to the

concept that she must be mentally prepared when on the ice and when in the classroom,

while social adaptability may be in reference to the fact that she cannot go out with her

friends every weekend as she might have an early morning practice or even a game.

Adaptability includes acceptance ofwhat she must put forth in order to succeed.

Many of the athletes discussed having to work and train with people that they did

not necessarily like. Rachel discussed what she takes from this experience.

... when I 'm in that boat, 1 have toput aside thefact that I don 7 like thesepeople
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and 1 have to row with them andI have to trust them ...I have to acceptpeople

how they are and that 's something 1 can carry offinto the whole world ...

(Rachel) '.•i?£*'<'ei«.E -.^i-^V <'*«''-^
*'•'•''

'

*:-i,":;i«"''«-^ R- -.^.^^^/^k^s

Rachel recognizes the importance of being able to cooperate with others in order

to achieve success. Although she is referring to her rowing partners, she acknowledges

how she may apply this concept out ofthe boat as well.

Sport as a Release

Through the course ofthe interviews, the concept ofhaving sports as a release for

stress and tension was brought to light. Four ofthe athletes discussed how much pressure

they felt trying to meet the demands placed upon them. Brandy stated it clearly. ""Ijust

love going on the ice andjust letting loose. Just lettingyour emotions goyou don 7 have

to worry about it; you canjust letyour mind befree" (Brandy). Brandy's statement

highlights the fact that her participation is an escape from daily demands. Hockey allows

her to reduce stress and escape from other aspects and pressures in her life.

Margaret also discussed this concept in her interview. "^Ifind it a stress reliever

almost. Coming topracticesputting away everythingfr)r two anda halfhours, three

hours almost isjust ... Ifeelfresh when I get back to doing things^' (Margaret).

Rachel identified her appreciation and reliance on having sport as an outlet. "If

I'm upset about something I can go to rowing, completely keep it out ofmy headand ...If

it comes into my head, I '// want to pull harder, so I stop thinking about it ... Mental

stability ispretty important" (Rachel). While Rachel's thoughts are similar, she

introduces the idea that having a release is a way to balance and facilitate all ofthe

demands, physical and otherwise, placed on each individual. Gwen stated, "/ think ifI
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wasn 't mentally stable enough, orpsychologically stable enough I don 't think I would

play" (Gwen).

Sport may also serve as a safety net, which may be paralleled to going to practice

and training to help prevent injury. Perhaps, it may also contribute to the maintenance of

mental stability. '':^/-'-^!j^iavfj''-^Tyr^"^^ ^ii^P'-m^-^:.,.^. _-.-., w

Being a Celebrity

Five ofthe athletes shared their views of attaining somewhat of a celebrity status

in and around the university. "While some sliared fheir feelings on their new-found fame,

others discussed peoples' reactions. Rachel painted a clear picture of her celebrity status

as a varsity rower. "... people look atyou differently ... People know whoyou are

because you play a sport. That 's kind ofa sense ofinvolvement and beingpart of

something which is nice" (Rachel). This notion ofrecognition signifies that athletes are

doing something admirable through their participation in varsity athletics.

Carol shared her surprise over the recognition of her team. "There 'speople at this

school who have actually heard ofBrock 's soccer team ... people are congratulating our

coach ... It'sjust nice to be recognized ..." (Carol). Carol smirked as she explained that

the Brock women's soccer team has not traditionally drawn a large crowd.

Sarah discussed in further detail what it is like for her to be a varsity volleyball

player and celebrity. ''Another thing that I think what it means is thatyou walk down the

hall andpeople know whoyou are ... / think that 's what it means, a sense ofadmiration

from others..." (Sarah). Sarah explained how this admiration is conveyed. Sometimes it is

via random comments made in the hall as she passes by; other times it may be

congratulations fi-om professors and friends. Regardless, this status is something that she
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enjoys and feels is a reward for working so hard to be on the team. ,.

Sarah went into further detail about how others outside ofthe school respond to

team members. ? ...

... people often see when they see groups ofyoung adolescents oryoung adults

they assume the worst. That 's a general stereotype, but I think knowing that we

have Badger on ourjackets that shows them, you know, these girls are here and

they are athletes, they 're notjustpunks on the street ... (Sarah).

Lynn discussed who and what she represents as an athlete. "Few 're representing

Brock University, andyou 're representing the school's athletic body byplaying' (Lyim).

As a school representative, it is necessary to behave in a certain manner.

Being adaptable is part of tlie equation. Perhaps patience would also be an asset in

this situation. When veteran status is reached, so may celebrity status. Moreover, as talent

and skills develop, celebrity status may also be developed.

Glory and Honour

An overall feeling ofhonour in being part ofthe varsity team was conveyed by 5

of the athletes. This section explores the athletes' perceptions ofwhat they feel they have

accomplished by being on a varsity team. Various aspects, such as wirming, making

history, and achievemer^t, are discussed. > . ., , >W '''i^ v: -'

Anne highlighted her experience as a rookie on the basketball team. "... going to

Nationals myfirstyear yvas awesome. I never thought we 'd make it there. And we came

6""' (Anne). Not only does this statement identify that this team is ofexcellent quality and

full of talented players, but it demonstrates the humble nature of this athlete. Her lack of

expectation of playing in the National Championships implies her love for the game and
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her desire to play for the sake of playing on the varsity team, not for the rewards.

Carol proudly discussed the accomplishments of her team has made this season.

"We 're doin^ really well thisyear... For thefirst time in women 's soccer history we were

ranked in the top 10 in Canadd^ (Carol). This women's team has established recognition

and status |br the first time in their liistory. "Not only is it an honour to be the goalie for a

team that is ranked in the top 10 in Canada, but it is also an honour to have made history

as a varsity athlete. :^rr; : " ^ ^ i^':^^i ' ^ •'*}** :^*w"'

Lynn shared her opinion on why she feels it such an honour to be on the varsity

volleyball team. - '.u/ . ^-i'. • /wp .
•*

/ think it 's an honour toplay on the varsity team because you get upwards of50

people trying aatfor a team that holds 12positions and to ie picked to wear one

ofthese uniforms, it 's a huge honour (Lynn).

Humbly, Lynn described her talent as she was selected Irom SO^women trying out

for the volleyball team. It is an honour, for Lynn, to be wearing this uniform as it
,

.

identifies her as an elite athlete. Thisuniform symbolizes her achievements and talents,

and she can proudly put it on display every time she walks onto the court to play.
j

Sarah agrees that it is an accomplishment to be on the team. "... OUA and CIS

volleyball is the second highest level in Canada ... You 're at the very top ofthe pyramid

... that to me is a big sense ofaccomplishmenT (Sarah). Sarah recognizes her status as a

varsity athlete. While she has decisions to make as to whether she will continue to climb

the athletip ladder, she already feels a sense of honour and accomplishment for having

climbed this high.

All of the athletes feel proud of their accomplishments. This level is an elite level
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of sport, and they have much ofwhich to be proud. > .i-.; v ; . . t

Quitting is Sometimes an Option ^ ^ '

This segment investigates the possibility of quitting. Through the interviews it

became apparent that there were significant reasons why any one ofthe athletes would

find it necessary to leave varsity athletics, although it was not specified that they would

quit sports entirely, just that their career at this elite level of competition would cease. For

example, the athletes may no longer feel that they are benefiting fi^om sport, or quitting

may not be a choice but something that is forced upon the athlete. They discuss the

reasons for, and the repercussions of, quitting.

No Longer Benefiting From Sport

Seven of the athletes discussed the possibility ofno longer benefiting fi-om their

sport. Rachel made reference to being rewarded for her participation. ''IfI 'm not being

treated very well, ifI 'm putting all my effort into it and I 'm not getting any of the benefits

from it andI'm not being treatedproperly, that 's when I 'II quif (Rachel). In essence,

Rachel needs to be seeing the results and rewards from her hard work. She also discussed

the need to be treated properly in order to sustain participation. While she did not

delineate specifically what kind of improper treatment would induce her to quit, it can be

assumed this would include poor relationships with teammates or coaches, not feeling

encouraged, or perhaps, not receiving fair treatment or desired playing time.

Margaret spoke of the need to be receiving playing time. "... ifthere wasn 't any

playing time, Iprobably, I would consider [quitting]^ (Margaret). What has been

discovered from the athletes is that there is a ranking system. For a rookie, there is not
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much playing time as there are veteran players who have waited to receive their court

time. It would be unrealistic to presume that as a newcomer on the team that they would

be playing in every game and in every play. There is a hierarchy, and the unfortunate

reality for some is that they must work hard, and be patient.

Lynn discussed the possibility of losing her love for the game.

IfI lost my lovefor the game then I would definitely withdraw, because it 's not

fair to have someone on the team who 's not willing to work hard, not willing to

give it 100% all ofthe time because that becomes a weak link in the team (Lynn).

While Lynn does not specify how this could happen, she sees the greater good in

the situation. She feels that her teammates would suffer more from her staying and not

putting in all that she can give, than they would by replacing her with another player who

is willing to work harder. Sarah sheds some light as to how the possibility of losing one's

love for the game could exist. "... ifyou wake up one day artdyou can honestly say that

this isn 'tfun anymore . . . Maybe you 're not thing well in school, maybe you 're not

getting out ofthe sport whatyou thoughtyou were" (Sarah). Sarah suggests that there are

many external factors that are in play if this large of a decision is being made.

What needs to be recognized here is that these athletes lead busy and complex

lives, and the whole story cannot be known or justified from these interviews.

Forced to Quit
,

Another concept that was introduced by four ofthe participants was that issues

concerning the body may force one to quit athletics. Anne discussed this aspect.

""Probably, the number one reason would be my body. It 's a lot ofhard work on your

body and whenyou get up in the morning andyou can 7 walk down the stairs, there 's a
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problem, at 2F (Anne). While she may not be mentally ready to quit, her body would

dictate otherwise, therefore, removing all choice in the matter. Lynn stated similarly,

^that injuries definitely offsetyour commitment ...I think that would be afactor that

would inhibit meplayin^^ (Lynn). Although Lynn does not state that injuries would

prevent her participation in sports, they would reduce her capabilities on the court and

increase the probability that quitting would be a foreseeable option.

Another issue that may force quitting is academics. Lynn simply states her

perspective. "/ would consider quitting tofocus more so on academics because it is such

a time commitment' (Lynn). Gwen details this issue further. "
... / value my marks a lot

So ifIfaileda class or ifI even got a 60 in the class, I would be so upset with myselfI

would try to re-evaluate where my goals were''' (Gwen).

Once again this establishes that academics are held in high esteem, so much so

that some athletes would consider quitting ifthey felt that their marks were falling.

Getting an education and completing their degree is what they see as the big picture, and

they do not want to let anything else come in their way, even if it does mean losing

something they love.

Repercussions

Three athletes highlighted repercussions of quitting their sport. Jen spoke ofsome

of the repercussions of a teammate quitting the rowing team.

... // 's kind ofyour social network. So a lot ofpeople that leave the sport have to

cut themselves off totally. So there are people thatyou spend 4 years ofyour life

with, pretty much every single day (Jen).

When an athlete quits then- sport,not only arelheyTcmoving themselves from
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something that they love, but they are also losing their friends and, as it has been pointed

out, they also lose their family on the team.

Cannot Quit

Many ofthe athletes spoke of quitting as a possibility, but there were still two

who stated that quitting just was not an option. "No matter how hard it gets..I'm on this

team, I have made a commitment to be here and I 'm not going to walk out on my

teammates " (Carol).

As it has been identified, there are significant reasons why quitting may be

necessary; jiowever, Sarah's point ofview is that unless someone is being forced to quit,

it should not even be considered. "'I don 't know what would motivate someone to quit

because I don 't think I could ever consider it ... You don 't quit onyour teammates, you

don 't quit on yourself, andyou don 't quit on thisprogram" (Sarah). As there are so many

who depend on that one player, it would hinder the participation of the others who, as a

result, have been let down. . a

Overall, it was established that quitting would be a result of a loss. For example,

the loss of their love for the game, or the loss ofthe ability for their body to function as

they would like. While the love of sport may not cease, participation at this level would

inevitably be lost.

Future Opportunity in Sport

Presently, there is a greater understanding and appreciation of the benefits of

athletics and participation. Many of the athletes discussed what playing at this level has

to offer in terms of advancement, and their views on possible achievements within sports
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and their athletic career.

This Level Offers Advancement

Three ofthe athletes explained that there is much opportunity outside ofCanada.

Although presented with this opportunity, Rachel made the decision to remain in Canada

to receive a high-quality education and to continue her rowing career.

There is the possibility in rawing to go to American Universities, especiaUyfor

women because they have a lot ofscholarships to give away and I didn 't want to

do it ... I knew coming in here what the coaching was going to be like andwhat

the whole rowing atmosphere is (Rachel).

Moreover, in the varsity environment, the athletes are surrounded by high-profile

coaches. The facilities are there to provide them with the best equipment in hopes of

producing highly effective and skilled athletes. Rachel made it clear that participation at

this elite level ofsport oflFers advancement.

... one ofour coaches has coached the national team or is at national team

quality level. So he can really help in thatj»-ocess andhe can help getyou out

there ... itjust showsyou what this environment can doforyou arui where it can

take you. It can take you to the next level (Rachel).

This next level, for some, might be professional sports; for others it might occur

on a national team. Others claim to have no potential to go beyond the varsity level. Carol

stated, " ... / 've never re^lyfelt that in soccer 1 wouldgo anywhere beyond that"

Sarah offered a similar perspective to Carol. Although she recognizes the fiict that

there are opportunities to go beyond the varsity level, she does not feel competent to do

so " You can 7 really go anywhere eLsefrmn here, unlessyou gptothe national leveland
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/ willflat out tellyou thqt I can not NattoncdJevelmaterial _ " (SarahX

While participating in the varsity level of sport may present some with future

opportunities, the same fnay not hold true for all participants. --l

Sustaining a Future in Sport

This section highlights the athletes' aspirations to maintain sports and

participation in athletics as a part oftheir lives in the fiiture. Six ofthe participants

discussed this aspiratioa Brandy exemplifies this in her statement She highlighted, "/

would enjoyplaying in the NWHL, the National Women 's Hockey League ..." (Brandy).

Lynn has similar hopes to Brandy's, of pursuing higher levels of sport and

continuing in athletics. These dreams may be achieved through the participation in

varsity athletics,

Iguess to me there is always that hope thatyou 'II be seen by a National coach or

something and maybe thai door will be opened where you 'II have that opportunity

to play ... for Canada andplayfor the National team (Lynn).

As previously mentioned, athletes have 5 years to participate on a varsity team.

Following their career as a varsity athlete leaves an open 'field ofdreams' for them to

pursue. The possibility now exists for women to sustain a future in i^rts. Gwen ^)oke of

this briefly in her statement. "... women in the Olympics right now are stillplc^ng

h(x:key well into their 30s or 40s ... it 's hard to say whether I 'm going toplay later on or

nof (Gwen). It was apparent that the imderlying theme here was that it is nice to have the

opportunity.

Sport Always a Part offJfe

The last question in the interview was "What is next for you?" Five of the athletes
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discussed various avenues that they are considering for the fiiture. A definite

consideration, for many ofthe athletes, was their continuation in sports.

Sally was adamant in her statement, ^Fll always be apart ofsport, either through

coaching or J '11 stillplaypick-up haskethall ... Jam extremely competitive so J can 'tjust

stop playing spori". ->.- -

If not participating as a player, a few athletes stated that they may still be involved

in coaching and the organization ofteams. Sarah touched on this subject as she discussed

ideas and goals for her own future in sports. "
... J'dhe very interested in coaching at the

OVA level, the Ontario Volleyball Association level .„ maybe I'll end up back here in 3

or 4 years as head coach here ..." (Sarah). . ,, r " ..• .

While their participation in sport may no longer be at an elite level, their plans

still include participation at some level, -c mv, .,;vvi'x ;

Review of Section

This chapter served to present the results and findings fi^om the collected data as

discussed by the participants during the interview process. Eight themes and their

associated codes were presented. This chapter delineated the perceptions of 10 female

varsity athletes' ofthe factors that contributed to their own sustained involvement in

varsity team athletics.
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CHAPTEI^ FIVE: SUpfWCKY, CONCLUSIONS,AND IMPLICA I lUNS

The objective of this study was to explore the factors contributing to women's

participation in varsity team athletics. More specifically, it investigated the factors that

led to their sustained participation in sport. This stxidy adds to the existing literature that

specifically examines varsity team athletics, and explores motivators common to female

athletes.

The background of this focus, along with the significance of this investigation,

was presented in the first chapter. The purpose was to create a general understanding of

the existing literature and a perspective of this particular subject.

In the second chapter the review of literature on women in sport addressed many

issues aflFecting participation, such as self-concept, motivation, and support systems.

Other factors, such as relationships, fiinding, and media influences, were also included.

The research presented in Chapter Two also serves as a basis for discussion in the

findings of this piece of research.

Chapter Three provided an outline ofthe process developed and used to collect

the data. In essence, this chapter details the step-by-step procedures followed in the

gathering of information for this study. Detailed is the research design, including a pilot

study, protocol, selection of participants, data collection, recording, and analysts.

Chapter Four presented the results and findings fi-om the collected data. This

chapter discussed, explained, and identified the perceptions of 10 female varsity athletes

of the factors that contributed to their sustained involvement in varsity team ^)orts.

The last and most important step in this study is the interpretation of the results.
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Although there are many jdififerent -ways in whichto intei piet the resofts, it should be

noted that more than one perspective or interpretation is possible. Caplan and Caplan

(1999) state "The researcher must take into account every detail ofthe study and come tip

with an interpretation related to what actually happened" (p. 28).

The purpose of Chapter Five is to conceptualize and give meaning to the themes

and codes identified in the previous chapter. It serves to answer the 'so what?' question

ofthe research. More specifically, it brings the findings to life as the issues presented in

Chapter Four are discussed in greater detail. The findings were interpreted in rdation to

the research presented in the literature review.

Conclusions

This section has been divided into three segments in which further questioning

provide more in-depth analysis ofthe findings and significant trends. These segments

include social dependency, problematiziTig Stiperwoman, and an athletic gene.

Social Dependency

The social aspect of participating on a varsity team was thoroughly discussed by

the female athletes. Participation in athletics provides an arena for the formation ofmany

kinds of relationships. These relationships can be established between teammates, athlete

and coach, or others, an^ sometimes existing relationships can be made stronger.

Blinde et al. (1994) examined the empowerment ofwomen at group and societal

levels through varsity sports Female bonding and the development ofgroup identity

were the two emergent themes Several factors were specified that can potentially

account for why socialization wfthin the sporting arena is prevalent One reason is due to
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the similar problems and pressures shared by the players. Frequency and proximity of

interactions were also greater between athletes than with non-athletic friends. The team

itself is a support group (Blinde et al.) According to the authors, ^ ^ '

'

Most athletes indicated that they and their teammates had forged a common '

identity related to membership on their team. In contrast to relationships with

non-athlete friends, where an individual identity prevails, interactions with

teammates are influenced by an athlete's group identity, (p. 54)

Social supports provide people with the assurance of personal worth and

relationships that help balance negative experiences and emotions. The provision of

social support replaces the negative focus of attention with a positive focus. In this piece

of research, team members were equated to a family, where teammates were like sisters

and the coach was like a mother.

Relationships on and within the team forum proved to be the largest factor

contributing to the interviewed females' participation. This understanding proves critical

when applied to an educational setting. What becomes apparent is the need for physical

educators to provide a positive learning environment for their students. This environment

should be comfortable, friendly, and facilitate positive socialization.

The physical education class is a forum where cooperation between classmates

should be facilitated. A physical education setting does not place the teacher at the front

ofthe classroom directing her lesson towards students sitting at desks Most classes take

place in a gymnasium or the outdoors, a very open arena for learning to occur. The

environment where learning can take place is a critical element and should be taken into

consideration by the teacher.
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Various teaching strategies and methodologies can be implemented. Group work

may be performed when learning a new skill or drill. Problem-based learning is also an

excellent tool for students to use creativity and to develop solutions. The buddy system is

an excellent method to provide students with a feeling of safety. As well, having a friend

to work with increases motivation and self-confidence levels as they can learn to work

together and help one another in the learning process. Allowing for opportunities to share

personal interests and knowledge is a method which allows each learner to feel important

as they are sharing their own expertise with others; in addition they may be learning fi-om

their peers. Each student, thus, becomes an equal.

Henderson and Grant (1998) postulate that the need for socialization is greater for

females than for males. The term "Girl Power" was introduced by Harris (2001) who

stated that athletics were women's way of asserting their independence in areas that have

typically been characterized as men's domain. However, in this current research. Girl

Power has been used in a different context, suggesting comfort and strength in numbers.

Because the socialization factor was so heavily defined as being a pinnacle to these

women's participation. Girl Power is what makes these women strong.

An interesting dialectic is presented when considering team socialization and the

type of sport in which one participates. Athletes from five different varsity teams were

interviewed: basketball, volleyball, hockey, soccer, and rowing. All of these sports, with

the exception of rowing, are shaped and defined by teammates working together toward a

common goal. Rowing is an independent sport where the athletes compete individually.

Although not all races are single racers, the effort put forth by each individual is crucial.

It is questionable if the need for socialization and the development of a social network is
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dependant upon the type ofteam in which one participates. Swimming is another

independent sport, similar to rowing. Yet the female rowers who participated in this

research were as adamant as the other participants about the importance of a social

network in team athletics. Perhaps it is irrelevant what type of sport is played, and the

support and encouragement generated by the team environment is the essential element.

If socialization is the most influential aspect of sport participation for females,

should there be a separate sporting system of girls' sports for and run by girls? According

to Lenskyj (1986) "... the goal is to have women's sport defined by and administered by

women" (p. 124). There are women-only gyms. These environments are specifically

designed for women to receive the benefit of a workout without the pressures of sharing

facilities with males. Females share common fitness, motivational, and health challenges;

therefore, women can offer support to other women in an environment designed to help

women attain their personal fitness goals. It has been documented that females are

attracted to sports and athletics for reasons such as affiliation or socialization, skill

development, personal improvement, a positive and nurturing environment, and to be a

part of a social network (Coaching Female Athletes, 2003).

Krauchek (1999) states that "the more women are able to celebrate their own

sporting achievements, and win them on their own terms, the less likely they are to see

themselves as inferior" (p. 596). Hall (1999) explains that women athletes do not want to

be seen as a substitute for male athletes, or as something to be watched as a last resort.

Women want to be treated as athletes with their own capabilities, not in comparison to

men. ;; ,; -w, ':'-: '•/ •' ';'<!. - »»•.

With the establishment of a sporting system implemented for women, new rules
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'

and adaptations may be created and put into effect. Lenskyj (1986) furthermore states that

".
. . it is not necessarily progressive to take all that is bad with all that is good from the

male sporting model" (p. 124). What needs consideration is whether or not a female-only

sporting system would be successful for women. Currently, a more masculine model is

adhered to as the game rules and regulations were created for men's sports. Women,

however, are participants in this model. They are so much a part of this model that the

majority of female athletic teams are coached by males. If this model were to change

towards a model designed for women, would there in fact be more female participants

and more female coaches?

It is interesting to note that there was no mention by the participants ofthe gender

oftheir coach. It was an expectation that there would be some discussion during the

interviews on the impact ofa female or male coach has on the athlete's participation and

whether or not there was a preference for having a female coach coaching female

athletes. Perhaps this emphasizes that the relationship formed with the coach is more

important than the coach's gender.

This is an interesting conundrum because, ifthe male sporting model is adhered

to, why are there such large discrepancies between genders in athletics? For example,

female athletics are not as popular in the media as male athletics. Are female athletes

viewed as less important, or are females' sports not as exciting as males'? Sandoz (2000)

criticizes that in today's culture "competitive athletics becomes a rigged game, in which

'cute' pictures of world championship athletes and constructions of female-only sport as

gender rivalry serve to buttress the male-is-superior ideology" (p. 33).

What is known presently is that females thrive when social relationships are
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formed. These relationships help to sustain participation in athletics as each athlete finds

within the team setting a solid support system and a cluster ofwomen who share common

interests, goals, and a passion for sport.

Problematizing Superwoman

Despite the empowerment that females feel from their peers in sport (Girl Power),

despite their intelligence and athletic ability, despite the fact that they attend a highly

reputable university, the females in this study seem to be aspiring towards unrealistic

ideals ofbeing Superwoman.

What has been extrapolated from the findings is an overall sense that these female

athletes want to be everything to everyone. All females assume various roles throughout

their lives; daughter, mother, wife/girlfriend, student, friend. In addition, these roles are

taken on simultaneously. The participants in this study are also athletes. Moreover, the

everyday demands ofbeing a varsity athlete and a university student are a part ofthe

equation. The desire to be everything to everyone all the time has been titled the

"Superwoman" for the purpose of this section, an ideal that is problematic.

Is this ideal one that these women are trying to live up to, or an image to which

they are trying to conform? Expectations are sometimes put on one to make others happy

or to match a certain ideal. Self-presentation theory "holds that people's attitudes follow

their behaviour because they do not wish to appear inconsistent to others. In order to

make a good impression, people may even feign attitudes they do not hold" (Thibodeau,

Si,.,.'

para. 13). Moreover, "Because the impressions that people make on others have

important implications for how they are evaluated and treated in everyday life, people are

understandably motivated to convey certain impressions of themselves and to avoid
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making certain other impressions" (Self-Presentation and Social Anxiety, para. 2). ,

This concept that they have the power and control to make those important to

them happy, proud, comfortable, and live up to the ideals they believe are expected of

them, while maintaining all ofthe demands that are placed upon them on a daily basis, is

one that should be reconsidered and a new perspective formulated. With the adherence to

and completion of all ofthese tasks, done to the best of their ability, the belief is

conveyed that all is achievable.
'

5 V^vx-a i.

As Caplan and Caplan (1999) stated, it is common to hear about a woman -

"(who) brings her problems on herself (p.50). Although this research does not contend

that trying to meet the demands of others should be classified as problematic, what is

being stated is that, in the effort of living up to the superwoman ideal, the creation of

additional responsibilities and stressors is possible. Reinforced is the need for a stress

release which many of the athletes stated is provided by their participation in sport.

Two different views may be questioned. Are these women trying very hard to be

the ideal female? A few of the athletes explained that their fathers were involved heavily

in their sport, and that they were trying to attain his ideal in respect to sport. Are they

trying to adhere to a male model in sport? Is this another example ofwomen trying to

survive in a patriarchal dominated society? Caplan and Caplan (1999) states that females

have been taught ". . . that they are supposed to develop relational abilities and to care

about others, but then those very abilities and concerns have been labelled as signs of

their immaturity. .

.

" (p. 1 00). On the other hand males have learned "... to suppress their

'feminine' feelings ofconcern about human connections, and few have been encouraged

to develop their skills in interacting with others, recognizing and expressing feelings, and
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so on" (p. 100). Female athletes find themselves in a predicament; they are trying to

succeed in a male-dominated arena, yet they all discussed at gtesi length the desire for

building relationships Avithin sport which has been classified as 'Hhe very traits that

traditionally have defined the 'goodness' ofwomen" (Gilligan, 1982, p. 18).

This presents an interesting dialectic: is being a female athlete self-indulgent?

Reflecting on what has been presented in the findings, the athletes are trying to do all that

they can to please coaches, teammates, professors, fiiends, and family. If females have

been taught to think and care for everyone else, then it is only logical to state that

competing as a varsity athlete is self-indulgent. Varsity athletics, as it has been discussed,

takes away fi'om time with family and fi"iends, even more so than academics. The female

athlete's focus is on her priorities, not on others, which is contradictory to previous

research on the female role and her development.

University athletic teams have rarely been the subject of female empowerment

research as the varsity forum is viewed as male dominated (Blinde et al. 1994). Harris

(2001) explains that there is a general consensus amongst women that they come second

to men in terms of recognition and assistance. While he does not specify if this pertains to

females only, he presents female varsity athletes' view that struggles and obstacles are

inherent to the game at all levels ofcompetition.

The sporting arena may represent one environment where women are provided

with the opportunity to overcome these obstacles and nurture the skills that may

potentially be empowering. Blinde et al. (1994) write that "women remain a

disempowered group as they have been denied opportunities to develop skills and

qualities that could assist in challenging their disadvantaged position in society" (p. SI).
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Female involvement in sport aided in the improvement ofperceptions of society ofwhat

a woman is physically capable ofwithin the sporting arena (Blinde et al.).

Numerous inequalities were presented in Chapter Two, such as poor practice

times, facility availability, smaller budgets, less team and game promotion, and different

modes of travel (Blinde et al., 1994). It is surprising that these issues were not

acknowledged or recognized by any ofthe interviewed athletes. Does this suggest that

women are too forgiving ofthose resporisible for these inequalities? Or, are these women

so thankful to be playing varsity level sport that these inequalities are overlooked?

Perhaps this just reinforces the notion ofthe athletes' naivete.

Many ofthe athletes discussed their desire to be the best that they could be by

having a solid work ethic. Perfection was highlighted as a goal to be attained in sport and

in life. The idea presented was that, if hard work is put forth on a constant basis,

perfection becomes achievable. What becomes apparent is the athletes' naivety.

Perfection is an unattainable entity. In essence, what the athletes have stated is simply

that the harder one works, the closer to perfection one will be. Realistically, when the

race is over, what is gained? The next step will only be more hard work so that another

race can be won, another trophy can be gained; however, perfection will still be sought.

One way ofdefining perfection in sports is having a "perfect season", that is a

season without losing a single game or competition. What is surprising, however, is the

lack of discussion about the importance ofwinning. These are athletes who competed

against other athletes to achieve victory and, while feelings ofvictory were conveyed

during the interviews, the desire to win was not. O'Dell and Tietjen (1997) stress that

winning is not the only reason for participation in athletics. "There are numerous other
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factors: affiliation (being with friends), excitement, challenge of competition, fitness,

staying or getting in shape, and fim . .
."

(p. 73). Winning is not synonymous with the

participants' overall success; nor is losing synonymous with the faihire at a task or skill.

Furthermore, what is surprising is that these women related their feeling of

honour just to be participating on the varsity team. This is surprising because it would be

assumed that winning is a large part ofwhat it means to be on a varsity team. However,

these athletes made no mention whatsoever ofthe importance ofwiiming. Instead, they

spoke of feelings of gratitude for being a part ofthe varsity team. '

Another dialectic that emerged from the findings was that the harder they worked

the better athletes they would become; thus, they could continue to climb the athletic

ladder, and play at a level higher than varsity sports. An opportunity to play on a national

or Olympic team demonstrates that "perfection" has been achieved.

This is contradictory to the previous idea of gratitude. On one hand, the athletes

discussed being grateful for being a part ofthe varsity team, yet, on the other hand, they

state their desire to compete at the Olympics. These conflicting views demonstrate the

uncertainty in female sports and fiirthermore question the likelihood of female varsity

athletes moving onto higher levels of sport. One must desire it in order to advance;

however, can one advance with such humility?

This is an unlikely goal. Many of the athletes who participated in this research

stated that they would appreciate the opportunity to advance in sports. In most sports,

attending a Canadian university limits opportunities to advance in sports. Very few of the

athletes discussed having been presented with an opportunity to attend an American

college on scholarship. Those that did so made it abundantly clear that they preferred to
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receive a Canadian education. While the present research does not consider the

differences between Canadian and American colleges, the fact remains undisputed that

athletics are highly valued in American colleges, and opportunities to participate in their

programs are greater.

Moreover, the athletes made a decision to attend Brock University. This particular

institution is located in southern Ontario, near the border to the United States, and is

relatively small in comparison to some Canadian universities. "Students come to Brock

when they want a very special educational experience, one that meets the highest

standards ofacademic excellence, yet one that provides the most supportive environment

possible for success" (Atkinson, 2004). While some programs have a very good and

respectable reputation (wrestling and rowdng for example), the athletic program is

continually developing. It was stated during the interviews that the women's varsity

soccer team was ranked in the top 10 for the first time in the school's history. Ifhopes are

to move to a higher level of sport after the completion of varsity athletics, it would be

logical that an institution with an already established and successful program would be

sought. While playing at the varsity level offers some opportimities for advancement, the

ideal environment would also be a valuable asset.

One ofthe issues raised in the current study was that of the altruism ofthe female

athletes. The benevolence ofthe athletes was presented in the findings. What needs to be

considered is what these women are getting in return for what they are giving. Discussed

in the interviews and presented in the findings were the many demands of being a varsity

athlete and the many sacrifices that must be made in order to maintain this status.

Athletes sacrifice their bodies on a daily basis for the good of the team. Many mentioned
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the fact that they already have difficulties with injuries that may never folly heal, yet,

they make the conscious decision to continue in the sport. They sacrifice their academics

as their extra time is spent in a gymnasium or on a field practicing their skills and playing

games. The time that others might spend studying or working to earn money is used for

varsity athletes. Relationships that exist outside ofthe team are also sacrificed to a certain

degree, as highlighted by a few ofthe participants. Little time is spent away from the

team and most of the remaining time is spent doing school work. Thus, friends and

family, unless directly involved with the team, are sacrificed.

Boutilier and San Giovanni (1983) hypothesized that females who make heavy

commitments to sports and athletics are likely to experience various forms of personal

labours as a result of these conflicting roles, and will discontinue their participation in

sport when the stress becomes too immense. While the levels of stress placed upon the

athletes have not been investigated, quitting varsity athletics is not an unlikely result as

highlighted by many ofthe participants. Each athlete spoke of their love for their sport;

however, with the numerous demands placed on the athletes, it becomes a possibility that

participation on the varsity team becomes a chore instead ofa highlight or a release.

Quitting was a topic of discussion during the interviews. For some, quitting would

only be an option ifthey were physically unable to continue in sport due to injury. Others

stated that school was a main priority, so quitting the varsity team to spend more time

with academics would be the alternative. Another dialectic is presented; having the

option to quit versus having no option. There does not appear to be any difference

between the athletes who wish to compete at higher levels ofsport and those who see it

mainly as a part of university life; nor does there appear to be any difference between the
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sports that each athlete has chosen. It still remains an aspect in need of further .

investigation as to why the line is crossed in some cases but not in others. Speaking ofa

profound passion for a sport lends to the belief that quitting would not be an option unless

it was forced, yet, many reasons were stated during the interviews for quitting. These

included not being treated well on the team, little to no playing time, and lost love ofthe

sport. . ; ^

The question ofwhat the athletes are receiving for their sacrifices and for meeting

their demands remains. The rewards identified by the athletes were many. They

highlighted that participation in sports teaches life skills, such as learning to deal with

conflict and adapting to situations. The opportunities to travel for games or tournaments,

which are presented through varsity sports, were also discussed.
If,

They also receive the benefits of having a fully prepared workout program and

trainer. People pay great amounts for gym memberships, and even more for the insight

and expertise of a personal trainer. The athletes learn the principles of training and having

a proper nutritional diet to maintain overall health. In essence, the athletes are receiving a

free workout and personal trainer sessions in compensation of participating on the varsity

team.

The athletes receive more than physical compensation. Upon making the varsity

team, each athlete becomes part of a social network that pre-exists. This network consists

ofwomen who are already on the varsity team. This social environment is guaranteed

when commencing participation. One becomes immersed in an environment where there

are other female athletes who share many common goals, interests, and struggles. All are

female athletes who love their sport, who are committed to winning, and who suffer the
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m
same difficulties of managing school and personal responsibilities. Each athlete benefits

from the social safety net that is created for her when commencing the varsity team and

that carries her through her time on the team and at the university.

The question remains as to whether or not the benefits outweigh what the athletes

are giving to remain a part ofthe sport and the varsity team. While their passion and love

ofthe sport is not in question, the value of participation is still unclear. All ofthe athletes

suggested that their participation was worthwhile, that they would feel a sense of identity

loss without it in their lives.

An Athletic Gene?

A poignant question remains: How it is that these women have made it thus far in

their athletic careers? All ofthe interviewed athletes discussed their backgrounds in sport

and having a broad background through participation in various sports was highlighted.

Frequently mentioned by the participants was family involvement in sport. While

some stated that members of their family offered great support and assistance in their

sport participation, others had family members who directly participated in elite levels of

sport themselves. All appeared to be in agreement that their parents had, in some way,

contributed to their achievements in sport. Douglas and Dodder (1991) revealed that the

higher the level of family involvement, the longer the athlete will participate in sport.

These researchers proposed that previous participation in sport by a family member may

result in their being more supportive of their child or family membw.

In this study, many athletes discussed having family, or one family member in

particular, who was extremely involved in sport; moreover, their participation was

significantly influenced by this person. Even more significant is the fact that these
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athletes followed the examples of their family members, and tended to participate in the

same sport as their family members. There appear to be connections between the athlete

and their family members. This connection may be genetic in that the athlete may possess

physical or social traits, in that she may be sport-minded. Are these then traits that will be

passed on from generation to generation? Or are these women simply lucky to have had

the benefit of experience from their family? For example, basketball is characterized by

having tall players, which lends to the notion that physical attributes have a large impact

on who is able to participate and that physical ability is a required ofthe athletes who

participate.
. . . J- ;-• .

What also needs acknowledgement is parental contribution to sport. It is

important to realize that parents spend their time, money, and energy in helping their

child continue participation in sport. Many ofthe athletes expressed their gratitude to

their parents during the interviews. Highlighted issues were parents driving to practice

and games and paying for their participation, in addition to fundraising for leagues and

teams. Parents have played a critical role in these athletes' lives and, therefore, are an

important factor to sustaining participation in athletics.

Are others equally influential in the lives of these athletes? It was stated that

coaches and teachers also provided significant support and motivation, but can these

individuals be considered as influential as family members? Who, if anyone, is

responsible for the development of these athletes? Douglas and £)odder (1991) assert that

others are, indeed, some of the most influential factors on the decisions that people make

about their participation in sport. Widenhaus (1995) suggests that it is the responsibility

of educators, coaches, and parents to recognise and develop females who are athletically
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inclined. Applying this statement to a physical education class would suggest that the

role ofthe physical education teacher is to seek those with athletic ability and to help

them develop their skills to a point where they may move to a level of higher

development. What then happens to the other girls in the class who do not show the same

interest or skill level? Are they then forgotten? This statement poses some controversy, as

the purpose of a physical education class is to teach and promote healthy, active living for

all throughout the life span. There should be no bias or favouritism shown through

physical education classes; however, with this implementation, only those with athletic

ability will receive attention from the teacher, as they require the time to promote and

develop skills. Widenhaus does, however, advocate anything that women in education

can do to encourage young girls and adolescents in sports is an important step in helping

them to view themselves as athletes.

Furthermore, the girls who already have a poor self-image and negative attitude

towards physical education and towards their bodies will continue to have negative

feelings towards physical education and participation in sport. This negativity in turn

undermines the involvement ofwomen in sports. "The feeling of not being as good as

others, and the experience of competitive situations where failure can occur, mean that

the self-esteem of young women can easily be undermined" (Sleap & Wormald, 2001, p.

33).

The statement by Widenhaus (1995) also suggests that athletes have little or no

responsibility for their own athletic development. Does this imply that they are incapable

of their own development in sport? The athletes presented a very humble front on this

subject. One athlete stated that some natural ability was definitely needed, but others
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stated that it was their love ofthe sport and the support they received that kept them

trying for success. Not one athlete in this study took entire credit for their abilities,

achievements, or successes. From further analysis ofthe athletes' responses, it can be

stated that an overall philosophy of having a positive morale and a desire to work hard

was present in nearly all ofthe interviews. * • . ,

If having this perspective is the common denominator, why are more women not

involved in sport? The limited number of positions available per team provides a partial

answer to this question. However, a lack of opportunity while growing up was also

discussed in some ofthe interviews, whether because of attending private school, or

living in a small community where sporting teams were not available. Lack oftime and

feeling tired v^exQ dominant factors identified by Sleap and Wormald (2001); however,

they were not mentioned by the athletes. Ifwhat the athletes state is generally true for

female athletes, these other statements hold no meaning. Weistart (1998) states that "it is

unrealistic to believe that under any circumstances the number ofwomen interested in

participating in a sports program in high school or college will ever approach the

percentage of males that are doing so" (p. 42). This unsettling statement is neither

supported nor refiited by the present study. Perhaps it truly is an issue of responsibility

and interest. For example, at what is one willing to work hard?

In the analysis ofthe interview data, one issue became very apparent. The women

who participated in this research are extremely dedicated and focussed. This focus is

attached to distinct and specific avenues in each of their lives. Some, over the course of

their lives, have realized where they need to place this emphasis. Many ascertained that

while sport is extremely important to them, family and relationships are even more
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important. While a few identified the need to keep personal relationships as a main

priority, other priorities were also highlighted, such as the focus on academics and the

varsity team. Goal setting, focus, and organization are skills that are learned. Are these

skills by products of participating on a varsity team? Or, perhaps, by products ofbeing a

university student? Or can they simply be attributed to the fact that everyone leads busy

and complex lives?

Perhaps what needs more attention are the personal characteristics of female

athletes. It has been documented in this research that athletes demonstrate focus, passion,

time management, and physical skills. However, what other characteristics do these

female athletes share?

Implications for Educational Practice and Further Research

This section relates the results of this research to educational practice and future

research. The implications for educational practice demonstrate how the findings affect

the understanding of females' sustained participation in athletics, and the direct impact

they may have on the practices related to this issue. The implications for further research

explore what new questions can be developed and addressed for deeper analysis in this

area. ,-,- -.;;:_ , .(.. ;': '-•jjitru-'.-

Implicationsfor Educational Practice

The experiences described by the athletes in this study have significant

implications for educators, coaches, athletes, and parents. With the understanding of the

factors that contribute to women's participation in athletics, an effort can be made to

enhance the experiences of female athletes in order to sustain future participation.
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Educators have the responsibility to teach students a prescribed curriculum, one

component ofwhich is Health and Physical Education. "The health and physical

education curriculum has been designed to provide learning experiences that will help

students realize their potential in life" (The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 9 and 10; 1999).

Attitudes towards participation in a physically active environment are developed. There

are four strands within the grades 9 and 10 curriculum. Physical activity primarily

focuses on participation in a variety of physical activities, as well as developing

locomotive skills. The second strand taught in the curriculum is Active Livings, which

encourages knowledge and skill development for lifelong participation in a variety of

sport and physical activities. Healthy Living promotes knowledge and skills that "students

need to make informed decisions related to healthy growth and sexuality, mental health,

and personal safety and injury prevention" (The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 9 and 10).

Lastly, Living Skills helps students learn and take responsibility for their decisions and

behaviour, thus developing their overall sense of self and well-being. With recognition

and acknowledgement by educators, including team coaches and physical educators, a

better application ofthe curriculum is possible, along with the creation of a more positive

atmosphere. Thus, students are emerging with a greater sense of selfand a greater

appreciation for physical activity, and there is a greater probability that they will continue

in sports. <

The female athletes who participated in this study are examples of those with a

heightened sense of self, who have passion for physical activity, and who have continued

in athletics to elite levels. From the present study, it can be stated with confidence that a

movement toward healthy active living will be enhanced by increasing the possibility for
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socialization within the classroom setting, thus allowing for finther development and

sport skill acquisition. "

Ifphysical and health educators and coaches are indeed responsible for the growth

of female participation in sport, \^at should be taugjrt in physical education class? Is the

purpose of physical education to teach sport skills or to facilitate students into healthy

young adults by teaching the values ofheahhy active living? Ifthe point is to be teaching

sport skills and helping to define young athletes, then we are segregating students into

very distinct groups, those vdio are skilled in athletics and those who do not possess

sufficient skill. The higher a student perceives her own ability, the greater the likelihood

that her participation in sport Avi1l1)e sustained tDouglas & Dodder, 1991). O'Dell and

Tietjen (1997) argue that participants "who perceive themselves as competent v^ll persist

longer and piaintain greater interest in a particular skill domain, where as, {those] who do

not perceive themselves as highly competent tend not to persist and lose interest more

quickly" (p, 72). This is one example ofhow female participation may be negatively

aflfected. •i.c^oMiof ::i'^>-', : -r -.,

Coaches need to understand the impact that they can have on these females as

developing adults and aThletes. They may provide the necessary feedback and

encouragement, as well as allow for the creation of a positive environment for learning

and participating within athletics. Coaches need to he sources of support and motivation

for the athletes as this has been identified as a significant factor that helps to promote

participation. Coaches are considered figures of authority as it is the coach who can

significantly develop the necessary skills to progress as an athlete. If a coach appears to

be unapproachable or non-supportive when difficuhies or questions arise, the athlete will
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consider other sources that may not be as effective. Thus, learning is broken and the

overall team environment is damaged.

It is safe to say that the goal, for most athletes, is to move on to levels where

participation may be more challenging and elite. Coaches have the responsibility to help

the athletes by teaching them the appropriate skills and giving them confidence to

progress in athletics. Effort should be made to raise the numbers of female participants on

sporting teams. What would be significant, however, is if the number of female teams in

any setting, recreational, competitive, or in school, was to increase. Not only would this

give greater opportunity to females of all ability levels, it would also increase the

likelihood ofmore females continuing in sport and perhaps competing at elite levels in

sport.

As many helpful hints and tips were delineated by the athletes in this study, there

are implications for other female athletes and future female athletes. Learning how to

deal with stress and balancing the many different aspects of being a student athlete may

be learned. It would, thereforeTbe useful for athletes coming into an elite program, such

as varsity sports, to have advance knowledge of some ofthese demands and to prepare

themselves accordingly.

This research has identified the impact parents have on their children's

participation in sports. Knowing the factors that help to promote and sustain participation,

encouragement and support of engaging in physical activities can be emphasized. By

becoming actively involved and maintaining a positive attitude towards involvement in .

sports, parents may contribute to the sustaining of a career in athletics.
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Implicationffor Further Research

Bogdan and Bilken (1982) state that "there is nothing that does not need more

research; it ip this belief that makes a researcher's life meaningful" (p. 181). It is this

researcher's opinion that the heed for more research does not create meaning, but that it

opens doors for opportunity and learning.

Although this study focused exclusively on the factors contributing to female

participation on varsity athletic teams, children, adolescents, and adults participating on a

sporting team may also be studied to detramine what promotes and motivates their

participation within their team environment.

To understand the possible long-term implications ofthe identified factors, the

study could be expanded to cover a longer period of investigation. For example, a study

could be commenced in the early stages of sport participation, and could be monitored

and documepted throughout each participant's career in athletics. The participants could

be interviewed every 3 or 5 years until the cessation of their sport participation or until

their completion of varsity athletics.

To add to this, a comparison study ofthe factors that contribute to males'

sustained participation versus the factors that contribute to female participation would

also be interesting. Moreover, it would be helpful to coaches and educators to know and

understand the needs and differences of their athletes.

Research in the area of curriculum development in physical education could be

focussed on the needs of females in sport and on increasing female participation. Physical

education is overlooked as an essential component of education and curriculum. There is,

however, a significant place for health and physical education in the curriculum. In
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Ontario, physical education is mandatory through grade 9. After this point, it is no longer

a requirement. It is questionable, then, how adolescents' participation in physical activity

is promoted and sustained for healthy active living. Therefore, research in this area is

needed to build up a body of research that is underdeveloped.

Moreover, what is needed is more documentation of participation at the varsity

level. While the issue ofwomen in sport is a large spectrum which has been identified

and researched in great detail, elite levels of sport remain an area where there is little

exploration.

Final Thoughts

This research investigated the contributing factors to females' sustaining their

participation on varsity athletic teams. Ten female athletes from Brock University were

interviewed in order for the researcher to gain an understanding of their recollections and

current thoughts on aspects of their participation in sport. These women represented a

small sample of the female varsity athletic population at one university.

To avoid repeating what has been stated in the discussion, this is my opportunity

to present my reflections ofwhat I have learned from this research in hopes that it might

enhance what has already been stated. This research has provided me, a woman, an

athlete, a teacher, and a researcher, with many insights.

As a physical education teacher, I have begun to think of teaching tools and

strategies that will increase the level of cooperation in activities, engage students in their

own learning, and focus on the development of social relationships within the physical

education classroom. I do not want my students to view physical education or sports as an
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intimidating prospect. It is my objective to create a safe and positive learning

environment for students of all levels and abilities in which to participate. With effort to

help sustain their interest in sport, they could become the next generation of varsity

athletes, or more.

Implementing such strategies as group woric, problem-based learning, and peer

tutoring v^ill increase the level of socialization v^ithin a physical education class, and

create an environment where the students work together as a team, not just as individuals.

Overall, this creates a more positive environment in which the students may continue to

develop their skills, and perhaps, try new activities. The goal for me as a physical

educator is for my students to overcome their fears and negative attitudes toward physical

activity. It is my hope that they can learn an appreciation for activity, thus, continue to

live a healthy active lifestyle. ,, r,-^ ; .^^f-irv-j' >ho /eiirr . ..

As a fellow athlete, I am motivated to push myself to new limits in my own

participation. Although never a varsity athlete, I have participated in sports at various

levels of competition. I am inspired to continue on my path of trying new activities and

challenging myself to new feats. I reflect on my past participation and I can see elements

that were missed or not reinforced, but I also see so many wonderful aspects where I was

encouraged by my family and by my coaches. This was highlighted as important by the

athletes in the study. It is encouraging, however, to see so many ofmy fellow athletes

who have been successful and have made it to this elite level.

As a woman I feel empowered knowing that there are many talented, strong, and

intelligent women who have many achievements. While interviewing each of the

participants, I was full of admiration while they explained their experiences and
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achievements. While not limited to their sporting successes, they shared personal details

of their family life, friends, and challenges. Listening to the stories of each woman I

interviewed inspired me and made me feel very proud and encouraged for athletes and for

women. This reinforces the idea that participation in physical activity and athletics is

important for females; moreover, that the contribution sport makes in their lives is

significant.

Opportunities in sport enable much personal growth and open doors for

professional opportunity and leadership. It was acknowledged through the interviews that

organization, conflict management, prioritization, and time management skills were

developed through participation on a varsity team. These skills are an asset to any job or

profession where there will be numerous tasks to perform and numerous people with

whom to associate. Public relations are a large part ofmany career paths, and learning to

deal with many people and a variety of personalities is a valuable tool. Problem solving

and collaboration are skills which have proven invaluable to the female athletes and will

continue to do so as they move on in their lives and careers. : i-

Many ofthe athletes acknowledged the leadership role they had on the team.

These statements were made predominantly by veteran athletes on the team; however, it

was a role that a few of the junior athletes were anxious to accept. A varsity team is an

excellent environment in which to develop and learn leadership skills. For a woman, this

skill is significant. There is a parallel between the workforce and sport where males are

dominant: head coaches, business executives, and politics, for example. It becomes even

more important for a woman to be able to assert herself and make her presence known.

Leadership skills are an asset to develop.
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Many factors offemales' sustained participation in sport have been identified in

this research. These factors are interrelated as one impacts another. Social relationships

were highlighted significantly. This factor seems to be the foundation upon which the

others are built. For instance, the importance of training and working hard was

emphasized, yet motivation to do so is increased by knowing that teammates and fiiends

would be present and participating in the same activity. ., . , , ^^ ^

I began this research wanting to know what motivates women to participate in

elite levels of sport and how they sustain their participation at this level. Reflecting on the

numerous demands discussed by the athletes, physical, financial, and time, for example,

it is understandable why more people are not involved in sport at elite levels. This

statement is not specific to female athletes. Having gone through the research process,

and learned ofthe various factors that affect sustained participation, I believe that the

rewards and benefits outweigh the risks. I see more clearly what the benefits of

participating on a varsity team are; life skills are taught and developed, high levels of

fitness are achieved, new destinations are experienced, and a close-knit group of fiiends

is gained.

I do not believe that it matters ifwomen are competing at elite levels rather than

playing sports for fitness and enjoyment. These benefits are not gained simply by

participating on a varsity team. Fitness and enjoyment are rewards in themselves. Joining

a gym allows for socialization to take place just as being a member of a varsity team

does. While I still encourage women to participate at elite levels of competition, I would

also state that love and devotion are very important. Every single athlete interviewed in

this research spoke at length about their passion and love for their sport. Participation at
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the varsity level may not be a goal for all individuals; thus, the rewards may not be worth

the risks. ; r

Overall, I maintain that participation in physical activity, competitive or not,

should be promoted. Moreover, healthy, active living should be promoted. Physical

education provides an excellent opportunity to teach and develop understanding ofthe

importance of remaining active throughout the lifespan. As a physical education teacher,

I have a forum in which I may apply what I have learned from this research. The fact

remains, however, that currently there are fewer females participating in elite levels of

sport.

Since their entry into intercollegiate ranks in the late 1920s until today, successive

generations ofyoung women have claimed their place on the honour rolls of

athletic achievement. Their accomplishments at every level of competition have

earned them respect and admiration, and added lustre to the reputation of their

alma mater. Regardless ofthe era, the stories we have heard and recount here

have many common elements - the joy ofcompetition, the values learned, the

friendships formed, and for many, the continuing impact ofthe experience on

subsequent careers and lives (Luckman & Morden, 2004, p. xi).

It is my hope that, with the information gained from this research, appropriate

strategies may be implemented when teaching and coaching females to encourage

sustained participation in athletics, perhaps into elite levels of sport.

?ir,i':.,r'r..',^^.
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Appendix A

Student-Athlete Eligibility

1 . a) He/she is declared a full time student during the current academic year

(beginning in September and ending in April). Full time status at Brock, as

of September means enrolment in a minimum ofthree foil courses, or

combination of halfand foil courses, which totals three.

b) In addition, during the Fall Term (September to December), and the

Winter Term (January to April), the individual student-athlete must be

registered in a minimum ofone and one-half courses each term.

NOTE: The above declaration of foil time status is base on the Registrar's

Academic Records regarding a student's official enrolment in courses, and

payment of fees. Intending on enrolment, being on a waiting list, or deferring

enrolment does not constitute official enrolment.

c) Any student-athlete who has previously competed in any inter-university

sport must have successfolly completed three foil courses during the

previous twelve months. Therefore, a continuing student-athlete is

ineligible if, during their previous year of participation, he/she did not

successfolly complete three academic credits.

A student-athlete becomes immediately ineligible for any competition by:

a) dropping from foil-time (three courses) to less than three, at any time

during the academic year.
' ~ ™

b) falling below the minimum requirement ofone and one-half courses in

any given term. -,4
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Appejidix B

Informed Consent Letter

Brock University

Faculty of Education

Informed Consent Letter

Title of Study: Contributing Factors to Women's Sustained Participation on Varsity

Athletic Teams

Researcher: Mandy Frake, Graduate Student

Research Advisor; Dr. Nancy Francis-Murray, Department Physical Education and

Kinesiology, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences

Name of Participant (Please Print):

I fully understand that this study in which I have agreed to participate will

involve the-conipletion of an interview process. The interview will consist of

various questions pertaining to my participation in varsity athletics. I may omit

any information which I am not comfortable answering.

I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and that I may withdraw from

the study at any time for any reason without penalty.

I understand that there is no obligation to answer any questions/participate in any aspect

of this project that I consider invasive.

I understand that all personal data will be kept strictly confidential and all information

will be coded so that my name is not associated with my answers. I understand that only

the researcher's name above and advisor will have access to the data.

Participant Signature: Date:

If you have any questions or concerns about your involvement in the study, you can

contact Mandy Frake at (416) 622-8469 or Professor Dr. Nancy Murray at (905) 688-

5550 ext. 4366.

Thank you so much for your help. Please take one copy of this form with you for further

reference.

I have fully explained the procedures of this study to the above participant.

Researcher's Signature: Date:
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Appendix C

Pilot Study Interview Protocol

PILOT STUDY - INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

1. Can you give me a chronological of your history ofyour involvement in sport from the

time you started to the present?

2. Was your early involvement in sport initiated by you, your parents or by whom?

3. What fed your motivation throughout your participation?

4. When did you feel like quitting and why?

5. What were some ofthe other factors that lead you to play at the varsity level?

6. What motivates your participation in sport now?

7. Can you describe what it was like playing at the varsity level?

8. What do you see yourself doing in 5 years in sport?

9. What do you feel are the important components that keep you participating in sport?

10. What's next for you?
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Appendix D

Athletic Director Letter

Brock University

Faculty of Education

Information Letter to Athletic Director

Athletic Director,

Brock University

DearDr. XXXXXX,

As a graduate student in the Facuhy of Education at Brock University. I am
writing a thesis under the guidance of Dr. Nancy Francis-Murray. I am researching

female athletes and their reasons for participation in varsity athletics. More specifically, I

am focusing on the contributing factors that affect their participation in this elite level of

competition.

1 am writing to request your permission to interview female athletes who are

participating on a Brock varsity team and who are in academic years one through three.

The interviews with athletes will take no more than an hour in length. The
questions will pertain to their previous involvement in sport, their support systems,

motivation, and reasons for their sustained participation. 1 have included the interview

protocol with this letter.

I also request that you provide me with names, numbers, and email addresses of

coaches and athletes that you feel would be willing to participate in this type of research.

I will be in contact with you within the week. Thank you for your time and consideration.

This study has been officially approved by the Research Ethics Board of Brock

University (File # 02-013, Frake). If fiirther information is required, you can contact

Mandy Frake at (416) 622-8469, Dr. Nancy Murray at (905) 688-5550 ext. 4366, or

Research Ethics Officer Deborah Van Oosten at (905) 688-5550 ext. 3035.

Sincerely,

Mandy Frake

Graduate Student

Facuhy of Education

Brock University

mfTake@hotmail.com
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Appendix E

Letter to Coaches

Brock University

Faculty of Education

Letter to Coaches

Dear (Coach's Name),

As a graduate student with the Faculty of Education at Brock University, I am
writing a thesis under the guidance of Dr. Nancy Francis-Murray. I am centering my
research on female athletes and their participation in varsity athletics. More specifically, I

am focusing on the contributing factors that affect their participation in this elite level of

competition.

I am writing that you recommend individuals whom you deem to be articulate and

well spoken. I seek 10 female athletes. I would appreciate a list of the names, numbers,

and email addresses of the athletes you suggest.

The interviews with the athletes will take no more than an hour in length. The

questions will pertain to their previous involvement in sport, their support systems,

motivation, and reasons for their sustained participation. I have included the interview

protocol with this letter.

I will be in contact with you within a week. Thank you for your consideration.

This study has been officially approved by the Research Ethics Board of Brock

University (File # 02-013, Frake). If you require any further information, or have any

questions or concerns, you can contact Mandy Frake at (416)622-8469, Dr. Nancy

Murray at (905) 688-5550 ext. 4366, or Research Ethics Officer Deborah Van Oosten at

(905) 688-5550 ext. 3035.

Again, thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Mandy Frake

Graduate Student

Facuhy of Education

Brock University

miTake@hotmail.com
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Appendix F

' LettCT for Potential Participants

Brock University

Faculty of Education

Letter for Potential Participants

Title of Study: Contributing Factors to Women's Sustained Participation on Varsity

Athletic Teams
, .

Researcher: Mandy Frake, Graduate Student, Faculty ofEducation, Brock University

Supervising Professor: Dr. Nancy Francis-Murray, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences,

Brock University

Dear Athlete:

Your coach has offered your name as a potential participant in my research on

women in varsity team athletics. Your participation in this study will contribute to the

literature on the experiences of female varsity athletes. The specific purpose of this study

is to determine the contributing factors for female participation in varsity athletics.

I would like to interview you for one hour, at a time and location of your

convenience. Your responses will be audiotaped. I will ask you several open-ended

questions in which you will have freedom to answer or not. Sample questions are:

- Can you give me a chronological history of your involvement in sport

from the time you started to the present?

- What fed your motivation to sustain your involvement in sport?

- Who initiated your involvement in sport?

Your participation in this study is purely voluntary, and you have the right to

withdraw or refuse participation at any time without penalty. You are under no obligation

to answer any question or give out any information that you may consider to be

inappropriate, offensive, or too personal. All of the collected data will remain strictly

confidential, including confidentiality from coaches. To ensure your anonymity, you will

be asked to choose a pseudonym under which the information gathered via the interview

will be coded. I will deliver to you a copy of the interview transcript, so you can therefore

clarify any information if you wish. Only my thesis advisor and I will have access to the

raw data, which will be kept in my home for up to three years and then electronically

shredded and audiotapes will be destroyed.
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The information collected will be used as data for my thesis in partial completion

ofthe Master of Education degree, as well as for future possible educational conferences

and published papers. An executive summary will be made available to you if so desired

through your. Please feel free to contact me at any time in regards to questions or

concerns about your participation in this study. You may also contact Professor Dr.

Nancy Francis-Murray at Brock University at (905) 688-5550, ext. 4366.

This study has been officially approved by the Research Ethics Board of Brock

University. (File # 02-013, Frake). If fiirther information is required, you may contact

Research Ethics Officer Deborah Van Oosten at (905) 688-5550, ext. 3035.

Sincerely,

Mandy Frake

Graduate Student

Faculty ofEducation

Brock University

416-622-8469

mfrake@hotmail.com
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Appendix G

Feedback Letto*

Brock University

Faculty of Education

Feedback Letter

Title: Contributing Factors to Women's Sustained Participation on Varsity Athletic

Teams
Researcher: Mandy Frake, Graduate Student, Faculty ofEducation, Brock University

Supervising Professor: Dr. Nancy Francis-Murray, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences,

Brock University

Dear Participant:

Thank you for your participant in this study. By participating in the interview, you

have provided important information about your experiences on the participation in

varsity athletics. The information that has been gathered and collected will be formulated

into a thesis in partial requirements of a Master of Education degree. The final document

may provide the foundation for future degree work, conference presentations, and papers.

Your name and any other names you mentioned will remain confidential and will

not be published or connected to the published data. Only my thesis advisor and I will

have access to your name.

An executive summary will be mailed to you, at the conclusion of this study,

through your coach by September 2004.

Again, your participation in this study is truly appreciated and I thank you.

Sincerely,

Mandy Frake

Graduate Student, Faculty ofEducation

Brock University

416-622-8469

mfi-ake@hotmail.com
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Appendix H

Interview Protocol

Introduction:

Thank you for participating in my study. Let me give you a brief outline of what

we are going to do here today. I am researching the factors contributing to women's
participation on varsity athletic teams. Through your answers I hope to gain a greater

understanding of why sport is significant to you. I am going to ask you questions which

are designed to allow you to speak freely and reflect on your experiences as a female

athlete. Of course there are no right or wrong answers.

Your participation is on a voluntary basis. You are under no obligation to answer

any question that you do not feel comfortable. You have the right to withdraw from this

interview at any time without penalty.

I'm going to give you a minute or so while you can read over the questions.

Please feel free to make any notes about what you want to say or think about.

Let's start.

Is there a name other than your own that you would like to use for this interview?

1

.

Can you tell me about your current athletic activities?

• Age, sport, year of participation in varsity athletics. .

.

2. Can you give me a chronological history of your involvement in sport from the time

you started to now?

• School teams/rep teams?

• Often/seasonal?

• Did you play a variety of sports?

3. Are there particular people who have influenced you? Tell me about them.

• Who was the most influential?

• Why does this person stand out in your memory the most?

4. Is there an event that stands out in your memory? Because of?

5. What attracts you being involved on a team now?

6. How would you describe what it is like playing at this level?

7. What conditions permit your involvement in sport?

• Time, money, ability, confidence. . .

.
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8. What factors motivate your participation?

• What are your own characteristics that keep you going?

• What is needed to keep your spirit willing?

9. Why might you consider quitting?

10. Tell me what's next for you?

Conclusion:

Thanks so much for participating. I will make an executive sununary of the final research

available to you upon completion.
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Appendix I

Layer 1 Analysis

Themes Codes

Personal Factors Valued characteristics in varsity sports

Sport Identity

Physical Issues in Varsity Sports

Future Aspirations

Love of Sport

Conditional Factors

Motivational Factors

Time Management Issues

Financial Ability

Academics

Opportunity in Sport

Motivation in Varsity Athletics

Reasons to Quit

Status and Recognition in Varsity Sports

Socialization Factors People of Influence

Support Systems

Personal Relationships Developed

yahle cftiirimig«
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Themes Codes

Precipitating Factors Early Age Commencement in Sports

Participation in a Variety of Sports

Family in Sports

Environmental Factors Team Versus Individual Sports

New Experiences

Positive Environment

Team Attitude

Reinforcing Factors Accomplishment in Sport

Feedback

Encouragement












